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Raising the money to launch a new business venture has always been a challenge for entrepre-
neurs. Capital markets rise and fall with the stock market, overall economic conditions, and
investors' fortunes. These swells and troughs in the availability of capital make the search for
financing look like a wild rollercoaster ride. For instance, during the late 1990s. founders of
dot-corn companies were able to attract mountains of cash from private and professional
investors, even if their businesses existed only on paper! Investors flocked to initial public
offerings from practically any dot-corn company. The market for capital became bipolar: easy-
money times for dot-corns and tight-money times for "not-corns." Even established, profitable
companies in "old economy" industries such as manufacturing, distribution, real estate, and
brick-and-mortar retail could not raise the capital they needed to grow. Then, early in 2000, the
dot-corn bubble burst, and financing art 	 business also became extremely challenging.

Today, the challenge of attracting capital to start or to expand a business remains. Most
entrepreneurs, especially those in less glamorous industries or those just starting out, face diffi-
culty finding outside sources of financing. Many banks shy away from making loans to start-
ups, venture capitalists have become more risk averse, private investors have grown cautious,
and making a public stock offering remains a viable option for only a handful of promising
companies with good track records and fast-growth futures. The result has been a credit crunch
for entrepreneurs looking for small to moderate amounts of start-up capital. Entrepreneurs and
business owners needing between $100,000 and $3 million are especially hard hit because of
the vacuum that exists at that level of financing.

In the face of this capital crunch, business's need for capital has never been greater. Experts
estimate the small business financing market to be $170 billion a year; yet, that still is not
enough to satisfy the capital appetites of entrepreneurs and their cash-hungry businesses.'
When searching for the capital to launch their companies, entrepreneurs must rerncnibcr the
following "secrets" to successful financing:

• Choosing the right sources of capital for a business can be jest as important as choosing the
right form of ownership or the right location. It is a decision that will influence a company for a
lifetime, so entrepreneurs must weigh their options carefully before committing to a particular
funding source. "It is important that companies in need of capital align themselves with sources
that best fit their needs," says one financial consultant. "The success of a company often depends
on the success of that relationship."2

• The money is out there; the key is knowing where to look. Entrepreneurs must do their homework
before they set out to raise money for their ventures. Understanding which sources of funding are
best suited for the various stages of a company's growth and then taking the time to learn how
those sources work are essential to success.

• Raising money takes time and effort. Sometimes entrepreneurs are surprised at the energy and
thctncrcuresl 10 raise the capital needed to feed ther sh-iiuogsy. guwiiig vusiuu,sus. The
process usually includes lots of promising leads, most of which tarn out to he dead ends.
Meetings with and presentations to lots of potential investors and lenders can crowd out the time
needed to manage a growing company. Entrepreneurs also discover that raising capital is an
ongoing job. 'The fund-raising game is a marathon, not a spool," says Jerusha Stewart, founder
of iSpiritus Soul Spa, a store selling personal growth and well-being products,-5

• Creativity counts. Although some traditional sources of funds now play a lesser role in small
business finance than in the past, other sources—from large corporations and customers to inter-
national venture capitalists and state or local programs— are taking up the slack To 1usd the
financing their businesses demand, entrepreneurs must use as much creativity in attracting
financing as they did in generating the ideas for their products and services. For instance, after
striking out with traditional sources of funding, EZConserve, a company that makes software that
provides energy management tools for large PC networks, turned to the nonprofit group
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance and received a sizable grant as well as marketing assis-
tance that fueled its growth .4

• The World Wide Web puts at entrepreneurs 'fingertips vast resources of information that can
lead to financing; use it. The Web often offers entrepreneurs, especially those looking for rela-
tively small amounts of money, the opportunity to discover sources of funds that they otherwise
might miss The Web site created for this book (www.prenhall.com/zitnrnerery proviilns links
to many useful sites related to raising both startup and growth capital. The Web also provides a
low-cost, convenient way for entrepreneurs to get their business plans into potential investors'
hands anywhere in the world. When searching for sources of capital, entrepreneurs must not
overlook this valuable tool!
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capital—any form of wealth
employed to produce more
wealth.

fixed capital—capitol needed
to purchase a company's
Permanent or fixed assets such
as land, buildings, computers, and
equipment

• Be thorough/v prepared before approaching potential lenders and investors. Indic hunt for cap-
ital. tracking down leads is tough enough; don't blow a potential deal by failing to be ready to
present your business idea to potential lenders and investors in a clear, concise, convincing way.
That, of course, requires a solid business plan.

• Entrepreneurs Cannot overestimate the importance of making sure that the 'chemistry" among
lhe,nsv'Iev'x, their com panies, and their ftinding sources is a good one. Too many entrepreneurs
get into financial deals because they needed the money to keep their businesses growing only to
discover that their plans do not match those of their financial partners.

Rather than rely primarily on a single source of funds as they have in the past, entrepreneurs
must piece together capital from multiple sources, a method known as layered financing. They
have discovered that raising capital successful l y requires them to cast a wide net to capture the
financing they need to launch their businesses.

layered financing—the
sechuque of outing capital from
multiple sources.

The founders of Med-Channel, an Internet-based company tharfocuses on the medical suppl y	 I.mp3T1s'
industry, demonstrate the 'patchwork" of start-up financing that has become so common, in
addition to the initial capital the founders provided, the company raised $42 million in its early
stages from i s private investors. Then Med-Channel received a cash infusion from two venture
capita/firms. As the company grew it turned to two investment banks and large corporations,
including Johnson & Johnson and an Italian pharmaceutical company, to satisfy its capital
requirements.5

This chapter will guide you through the myriad of financing options available to entrepre-
neurs, focusing on both sources of equity (ownership) and debt (borrowed) financing.

PLANNING FOR CAPITAL NEEDS
Becoming a successful entrepreneur requires one to become a skilled fund-raiser, u job that
usually requires more time and energy than most business founders think. In start-up compa-
nies, raising capital can easily consume as much as one-half of the entrepreneur's time and can
take many months to complete. Most entrepreneurs are seeking less than $1 million (indeed,
most need less than $100,000), which may be the toughest money to secure. Where to find this
seed money depends, in part, on the nature of the proposed business and on the amount of
money required. For example, the originator of a computer software firm would have different
capital requirements than the founder of a coal mining operation. Although both entrepreneurs
might approach some of the same types of lenders or investors, each would be more successful
targeting specific sources of funds best suited to their particular financial needs.

Capital is any form of wealth employed to produce more wealth. It exists in many forms in
a typical business, including cash, inventory, plant, and equipment. Entrepreneurs need three
different types of capital:

Fixed Capital

Fixed capital is needed to purchase a company's permanent or fixed assets such as buildings,
land, computers, and equipment. Money invested in these fixed assets tends to be frozen
because It cannot be used for any other purpose. Typically, large sums of money are involved in
purchasing fixed assets, and credit terms usually are lengthy. Lenders of fixed capital expect the
assets purchased to improve the efficiency and, thus, the profitability of the business and to cre-
ate improved cash flows that ensure repayment.

Working Capital

Working capital represents a business's temporary funds; it is the capital used to support a working capital—capital
company's normal short-tens, operations. Accountants define working capital as current assets needed to support a business's
minus current liabilities. The need for working capital arises because of the uneven flow of Short-term operations, it

cash into and out of the business due to normal seasonal fluctuations. Credit sales, seasonal represents a company's
sales swings, or unforeseeable changes in demand will create fluctuations in an y small corn- temporary funds.

pany's cash flow. Working capital normally is used to buy inventory, pay bills, finance credit
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sales, pay wages and salaries, and take care of any unexpected emergencies. Lenders of work-
ing capital expect it to produce higher cash flows to ensure repayment at the end of the
production/sales cycle.

Growth Capital

grth capital—'-capital
needed to finance a company's
growth or its exponsion in o new
direction.

2 Deactjbe the

equity capital and debt
cap*l and the
advurtalles and
dlsaeMntaes Of e-ck

equity capltat—represents the
personal investment of the
owner(s) in a business and is
sometimes called risk capital.

debt capital—the financing
that a small business owner has
bor,owerj and most repay with
interest

Growth capital, unlike working capital, is not related to the seasonal fluctuations of a small
business. Instead, growth capital requirements surface when an existing business is expanding
or changing its primary direction. For example, a small manufacturer of silicon microchips for
computers saw his business skyrocket in a short time period. With orders for chips rushing in,
the growing business needed a sizable cash infusion to increase plant size, expand its sales and
production workforce, and buy more equipment. During times of such rapid expansion, a grow-
ing company's capital requirements are sinutar to those Ut a business sian-up. Like lenders ot
fixed capital. growth capital lenders expect the funds to improve a company's profitability and
cash flow position, thus ensuring repayment.

Although these three types of capital are interdependent, each has certain sources, character-
istics, and effects on the business and its long-term growth that entrepreneurs must recognize.

EQUITY CAPITAL VERSUS DEBT CAPITAL

Equity capital represents the personal investment of the owner (or owners) in a business and is
sometimes called risk capital because these investors assume the primary risk of losing their
funds it the business tails.

For instance. private investor Victor Lombardi lost the $35 million he invested in a start-up
called NetFax, a compan y that was developing the technology to send fuses over the Internet.
When NetFas's patent application stalled, the company foundered. Just three years after its
launch, NetFax ceased operations, leaving Lombardi 's investment worthless.6

If a venture succeeds, however, founders and investors share in the benefits, which can be quite
substantial. The founders of and early investors in Yahoo, Sun Microsystems, Federal Express,
Intel, and Microsoft became multimillionaires when the companies went public and their equity
investments finally paid off. To entrepreneurs, the primary advantage of equity capital is that it
does not have to be repaid like a loan does. Equity investors are entitled to share in the company's
earnings (if there are any) and usually to have a voice in the company's future direction.

The primary disadvantage of equity capital is that the entrepreneur must give up some
perhaps ,0051-0f lire owticiNi,iti in dic business to r,,utsidri s. Aiu'iough 50 pci cciii us' suu.cchiug
is better than 100 percent of nothing, giving up control of your company can be disconcerting
and dangerous.

For instance, when Gar t Hoover launched Bookslop Inc., a hook supersrore, he relied on
equity financing so much that he was left with just 6 percent of his company's stock. Seven
years after start-up, the venture capitalists who owned most of the stock fired Hoover front the
company he founded!'

Entrepreneurs are more likely to give up significant amounts of equity in their businesses in
the start-up phase than in any other.

Debt capital is the financing that a small business owner has borrowed and must repay
with interest. Very few entrepreneurs have adequate personal savings to finance the complete
start-up costs of a small business: many of them must rely on some form of debt capital to
launch their companies. Lenders of capital are more numerous than investors, although small
business loans can he just as difficult (if not more difficult) to obtain. Although borrowed cap-
ital allows entrepreneurs to maintain complete ownership of their businesses, it must be car-
ried as a liability on the balance sheet as well as be repaid with interest at some point in the
future. In addition, because lenders consider small businesses to be greater risks than bigger
corporate customers, they require higher interest rates on loans to small companies because of
the risk-return trade-off—the higher the risk,' the greater the return demanded. Most small
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firms pay the prime rate—the interest rate banks charge their most creditworthy customers—
plus a few percentage points. Still, the cost of debt financing often is lower than that of equity
financing. Because of the higher risks associated with providing equity capital to small com-
panies, investors demand greaser returns than lenders. Also, unlike equity financing, debt
financing does not require an entrepreneur to dilute her ownership interest in the company. We
now turn our attention to nine common sources of equity capital.

SOURCES OF EQUITY FINANCING

Personal Savings

The first place entrepreneurs should look for start-up money is in their own pocker It's -iv'
least expensive source of funds available! "The sooner you take outside money, the more own-
ershi p in your company you'll have to surrender," warns one small business exper0
Entrepreneurs apparently see the benefits of self-sufficiency; the most common source of
equity funds used to start a small business is the entrepreneur's pool of personal savings.

In 1979, when Robert MacLeod and Stephen Byckiewict launched Kiss My Face, a company
that sells a line of soaps and shampoos, they could not persuade a bank to lend them any
money, so they pooled all they had—just $10,000—and invested it in the business. Sales were
thin in the early years, but they climbed steadily with the help of creative marketing and the
strategic partnerships with larger companies that MacLeod and liyck.iewicz forged. The entre-
preneurs financed their company's growth with retained earnings and some debt but retained
too percent ownership. Today, Kiss My Face is debt free and tallies sales of more than $z8 mil-
lion. "We're very happy to have maintained complete control of our business," says MacLeod. 9

Lenders and investors expect entrepreneurs to put their own money into a business start-up.
If an entrepreneur is not willing to risk his own money, potential investors are not likely to risk
their money in the business either. Furthermore, failing to put up sufficient capital of their own
means that entrepreneurs must either borrow an excessive amount of capital or give up a signif-
icant portion of ownership to outsiders to fund the business properly. Excessive borrowing in
the early days of a business puts intense pressure on its cash flow, and becoming a minority
shareholder may dampen a founder's enthusiasm for making a business successful. Neither out-
come presents a bright future for the company involved.

Friends and Family Members

Although most entrepreneurs look to their own bank accounts first to finance a business, few
have sufficient resources to launch their businesses alone, in fact, three out of four people
who start businesses do so with capital from outside sources. tO After emptying their own
pockets, where should entrepreneurs turn for capital? The second place most entrepreneurs
look is to friends and family members who might be willing to invest in a business venture.
Because of their relationships with the founder, these people are most likely to invest. Often
they are more patient than other outside investors-and are less meddlesome in a business's
affairs than many other types of investors. "Most of our relatives just told us to pay them
back when we could," says an entrepreneur who used $30,000 from family members to
launch a gourmet coffee business.1

Investments from family and friends are an excellent source of seed capital and can get a
start-up far enough along to attract money from private investors or venture capital companies.
Inherent dangers lurk in family business investments, however. Unrealistic expectations or mis-
understood risks have destroyed many friendships and have ruined many family reunions. To
avoid such problems, an entrepreneur must honestly present the investment opportunity and the
nature of the risks involved to avoid alienating friends and family members if the business fails.
On the other hand, some investments return more than friends and family members ever could
have imagined, in 1995, Mike and Jackie Bezos invested $300,000 in their son Jeff's start-up
business, Amazon,com. Today, Mike and Jackie own 6 percent of Amazon.com's stock, and
their shares are worth billions ofdollars!]
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Angels

After dipping into their own pockets and convincing friends and relatives to invest in their busi-
ness ventures, many entrepreneurs still find themselves short of the seed capital they need.
Frequently, the next stop on the road to business financing is private investors. These private

angels—wealthy ini)als,	 investors or "angels" are wealthy individuals, often entrepreneurs themselves, who invest in
often entrepreneurs themselves,	 business start-ups in exchange for equity stakes in the companies. Angel investors have pro-
who Invest in business start-ups	 vided much-needed capital to entrepreneurs for many years. In 1938, when World War I flying
In exchange for equity itoliSS SI	 ace Eddie Rickenbacker needed money to launch Eastern Airlines, millionaire Laurance
the companies.	 Rockefeller provided it. 13 Alexander Graham Bell, inventor of the telephone, used angel capital

to start Bell Telephone in 1877,
In many cases, angels invest in businesses for more than purely economic reasons (for

,nctrinrabarnum thav I, ri,,aan.rcr.n,l int.r..cr in tba indnetn,\ rind that, ri,. ,uiiltna Ifs n,,t-- ---- '------
money into companies in the earliest stages, beg before venture capital firms and institu-
tional investors jump in. Angel financing, the fastest-growing segment of the small business
capital market, is ideal for companies that have outgrown the capacity of investments from
friends and family but are still too small to attract the interest of venture capital companies.
For instance, after raising the money to launch Amazon.com from family and friends, Jeff
Bezos turned to angels because venture capital firms were not interested in a business start-
up. Bezos attracted $1.2 million from a dozen angels before landing $8 million from venture
capital firms a year later14

Angels are a primary source of start-up Capital for companies in the embryonic stage
through the growth stage, and their role in financing small businesses is significant. Experts
estimate that 400,000 angels invest $50 billion a year in 30,000 to 60,000 small companies,
most of them in the start-up phase) 5 Because the angel market is so fragmented and disorga-
nized, we may never get a completely accurate estimate of its investment in business start-ups
Although they may disagree on the exact amount of angel investments, experts concur on one
fact: Angels are the largest single source of external equity capital for small businesses. Their
investments in young companies dwarf those of professional venture capitalists, providing at
least two to five times more capital to 20 to 30 times as many companies.

Angels fill a significant gap in the seed capital market. They are most likely to finance start-
ups with capital requirements in the $10,000 to $2 million range, well below the $3 million to
$10 million minimum investments most professional venture capitalists prefer. Because a
$500,000 deal requires about as much of a venture capitalist's time to research and evaluate as
a $5 million deal does, venture capitalists tend to focus on big deals, where their returns are
bigger. Angels also tolerate risk levels that would make venture capitalists shudder; as much as
80 percent of angel-backed companies fail. 16 One angel investor, a former executive at Oracle
Corporation, says that of the 10 companies he has invested in, seven have flopped. Three of the
start-ups, however, have produced fifty-fold returns! 17 Because of the inherent risks in start-up
companies, many venture capitalists have shifted their investment portfolios away from start-
ups toward more established firms. That's why angel financing is so important: Angels often
finance deals that no venture capitalist will consider.

The typical angel invests in companies at the start-up or infant growth stage and accepts 24
percent of the investment opportunities presented, makes an average of two investments every
three years, and has invested an average of $80,000 of equity in 3.5 firms. Ninety percent say
they're satisfied with their investment decisions. 18 When evaluating a proposal, angels look for
qualified managers, a business with a clearly defined niche, market potential, and a competitive
advantage. They also want to see market research that proves the existence of a sizable cus-
tomer base.

Entrepreneurs in search of capital quickly learn that the real challenge lies in finding angels.
Most angels have substantial business and financial experience, and many of them are entre-
preneurs or former entrepreneurs. Because most angels frown on "cold calls" from entrepre-
neurs they don't know, locating them boils down to making the right contacts. Networking is
the key. Asking friends, attorneys, bankers, stockbrokers, accountants, other business owners,
and consultants for suggestions and introductions is a good way to start. Angels almost always
invest their money locally, so entrepreneurs should look close to home for them—typically
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within a 50- to 100-mile radius. Angels also look for businesses they know something about,
and most expect to invest their knowledge. experience, and energy as well as their money in a
company. In fact, the advice and the network of contacts that angels bring to a deal can some-
times he as valuable as their money!

John ldcCallwrs founder of VetExchange, an Internet-based service provider for veterinarians, PoRMIRFIRPSTR
found that the contacts and the advice angel investors brought to his company were invaluable.
"Our angels are networked across the country," says McCallum. "They have relationships you
can't imagtne." One angel, a former entrepreneur, gave McCallum valuable advice on a key
strategic issue recently. "He's dealt with the same issue five times before," he says. 19

Angels tend to invest in clusters as well, many of them through one of the nation's 170 angel
,-n,r-1 r.,nunr1.-c \L'tth i-ha nnhl nnrnQrh ilr. pntranran,,,, rn 11rart fl	 nih,', rnioht chr,.'. 'rr------------'"r' --"--"-"'-e-- ------
the deal with some of his cronies.

In 1995, Hans Severien,s, a professional investor, created the Band of Angels, a group of about
ro angels (mostly Silicon Valley millionaires, many of whom are retired entrepreneurs) who
meet monthly in Portola Valley, California, to listen to entrepreneurs pitch their business plans.
The Band of Angels reviews about 30 proposals each month before inviting three entrepreneurs
to make 20-minute presentations at their month/v meeting. Interested members often team up
with one another to invest in the businesses they con,sider most promising. Over the years, the
Band of Angels has invested a total of more than $go million in promising young companies.
The average investment is $600,000, which usually nets the angels between 15 percent and 20
percent of a company's stock At one meeting, Craig McMullen, CEO of Cardiac Focus, a corn-
pony that is developing a disposable vest to help doctors map patients' cardiac arrvthmia
without surgery, made a pitch for $2 million. Cardiac Focus needed the money to complete its
management ream, perform clinical trials, and file for appro vol from the FDA. Within weeks of
the presentation, 14 members of the Band ofAngels decided to invest, giving Cardiac Focus the
capital it needed to reach the next phase of growth.20

The Internet has expanded greatly the ability of entrepreneurs in search of capital and angels
in search of businesses to find one another. Dozens of angel networks have opened on the
World Wide Web, including AngelMoney.com , Business Angels International. Garage.com , the
Capital Network, JumpStart Investments, the Capital Connection, WomenAngels.net , and
many others. The Small Business Administration's Access to Capital Electronic Network,
ACE-Net, is a Web-based listing service that provides a marketplace for entrepreneurs seeking
between $250,000 and $5 million in Capital and angels looking to invest in promising busi-
nesses. Entteprenesws pay $450 a yeae to hsi information about their companies on the S1tC,
which potential angels can access at any time.

Angels are an excellent source of "patient money," often willing to wait seven years or
longer to cash out their investments. They earn their returns through the increased value of
the business, not through dividends and interest. For example, more than 1,000 early
investors in Microsoft Inc. are now multimillionaires. Members of the Tech Coast Angels,
a network of angel investors in California, purchased stock in a fledgling computer net-
working company called Sandpiper Networks at 70 cents a share, which they later sold for
$97 a share 21 Angels' return-on-invcstmcnt targets tend to he lower than those of profes-
sional venture capitalists. Although venture capitalists shoot for 60 percent to 75 percent
returns annually, private investors usually settle for 20 percent to 50 percent (depending on
the level of risk involved in the venture). Private investors typically take less than 50 per-
cent ownership leaving the majority ownership to the company founder(s). The lesson: If
an entrepreneur needs relatively small amounts of money to launch a company, angels are
a primary source.

Partners

As we saw in Chapter 4, entrepreneurs can take on partners to expand the capital foundation
of a business.

A Company Example
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A Company Easniple

When Lou Eucelli and Tim Crouse were searching for the money to launch CME Conference
Video, a company that produces and distributes videotapes of educational conferences for
physicians, they found an angel willing to put up $25o,000 for 40 percent of the business.
Unfortunately, their investor backed out when some of his real estate investments went bad,
leaving the partners with commitments for several conferences but no cash to produce and dis-
tribute the videos. With little time to spare, Hucelli and Crouse decided to form a series of lim-
ited partnerships with people they knew, one for each videotape they would produce. Six limited
partnerships produced $400,000 in financing, and the tapes generated $9.1 million in sales for
the year As the general partners, Bucelli and Crouse retained 8o percent of each partnership.
The limited partners earned returns of w to 80 percent in just six months. Within two years,
their company was so successful that venture eapitalists started calling. lb finance their next
round of growth, Bucelli and Crouse sold 35 percent of their company to a venture capital firm
for$I.3 miiizon,

Before entering into any partnership arrangement, however, entrepreneurs must consider the
impact of giving up some personal control over operations and of sharing profits with others.
Whenever entrepreneurs give up equity in their businesses (through whatever mechanism), they
run the risk of losing control over it. As the founder's Ownership in a company becomes
increasingly diluted, the probability of losing control of its future direction and the entire
decision-making process increases.

At age 19, Scott Olson started a company that manufactured in-line skates—a company that he
had big dreams for Rollerblades Inc. grew quickly but soon ran into the problem that plagues
so many .fast-growing companies— insufficient cash flow. Through a series of unfortunate inci-
dents, Olsen began selling shares of ownership in the company for the money he desperately
needed to bring his innovative skate designs to market. Ultimatel y, investors ended up with 95
percent of the company, leaving Olson with the remaining scant 5 percent. Frustrated at not
being able to determine the company's direction. Olson soon left to Start another company.
"It's tough to keep control," he says. "For every penny you get in the door, you have to give
something up."

Corporate Venture Capital

Large corporations have gotten into the business of financing small companies. Today, about
300 large corporations across the globe, including Intel, Motorola, Cisco Systems, UPS, and
Johnson & Johnson, invest in fledgling companies, most often those in the product develop-
ment and sales growth siagcs. Today, 20 percent of all venture capital invested Comes fioin cor-
porations 24 Young companies not only get a boost from the capital injections large companies
give them, but they also stand to gain many other benefits from the relationship. The right cor-
porate partner may share technical expertise, distribution channels, marketing know-how, and
provide introductions to important customers and suppliers. Another intangible yet highly
important advantage an investment from a large corporate partner gives a small company is
credibility. Doors that otherwise would be closed to a small company magically open when the
right corporation becomes a strategic partner.

When Keith Brown launched BuildSoft Inc., a company that links residential builders, suppli-
ers, and subcontractors over the Internet, he began looking for corporate investors who would
also serve as partners, giving BuildSoft the tools it needed to gain a competitive advantage.
Within seven months, Brown had negotiated a $104 million dollar deal with 12 giants in the
construction industry, including Lennar and Owens Corning. Not only did the corporations
supply valuable capital to the growing company, but they also attracted customers and pro-
vided access to products and marketing and distribution expertise.25

Foreign corporations such as Nestle S.A., the Swiss food giant, Hitachi, a Japanese
maker of electronics, and Orange S.A., one of France's largest companies, are also inter-
ested in investing in small U.S. businesses. Often these corporations are seeking strategic
partnerships to gain access to new technology, new products, or access to lucrative U.S.
markets. In return, the small companies they invest in benefit from the capital infusion as
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well as from their partners' international experience and connections. In other cases, small
companies are turning to their customers for the resources they need to fuel their rapid
growth. Recognizing how interwoven their success is with that of their suppliers, corporate
giants such as AT&T. Chevronlexaco, and Ford now offer financial support to many of the
small businesses they buy from.

Jeff Brown, CEO of RadioFrame Networks, found not only a customer in France's wireless 	 nmm
technology giant Orange S.A. but also an investor. RadioFrame 's technology improves the per-
formance of wireless networks inside buildings, making it  perfect fit with Oranges primary

business. Through its venture capital division, Orange invested $1.5 million in the 55-person
company, giving it enough fuel tofred its growth 26

Venture Capital Companies

Venture capital companies are private, for-profit organisations that assemble pools of capital
and then use them to purchase equity positions in young businesses they believe have high-
growth and high-profit potential, producing annual returns of 300 to 500 percent within five to
seven years. More than 1,300 venture capital firms operate across the United States today,
investing billions of dollars (see Figure 12.1) in promising small companies in a wide variety of
industries. Pratt's Guide to Venture Capital Sources, published by Venture Economics, is a
valuable resource for entrepreneurs looking for venture capital. The guide, available in most
libraries, includes contact information as well as investment preferences for hundreds of ven-
ture capital firms.

Colleges and universities have entered the venture capital business; more than 100 col-
leges across the nation now have venture funds designed to invest in promising businesses
started by their students, alumni, and faculty. 27 Even the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
has launched a venture capital firm called In-Q-Tel that invests in companies that are devel-
oping new technologies that could benefit the CIA. One of In-Q-Tel's investments is in a
company that is developing a three-dimensional Web browser that allows users to see "live"
versions of the Web sites they visit.28

Venture capital firms, which provide about 7 percent of all funding for private companies,
have invested billions of dollars in high-potential small companies over the years, including
such notable businesses as Apple Computer, FedEx, Microsoft Inc., Intel, and Genentech, 29 In
many of these deals, several venture capital companies invested money, experience, and advice
across several stages of growth. Table 12. I offers a humorous look at how venture capitalists
decipher the language of sometimes overly optimistic entrepreneurs.

venture capital
con.poies—privote. for-profit

organizations that purchase
equity pOSstiOflS in young
businesses they believe have high-

growth and high-pm fit potential.

FIGURE 12.1 Venture

Capital Financing

Source: PnceWatq, houssCoop.rs
M.oneylree Survey. 2003.
wvAv pwcmn ney,rec.cOrfl/mOfleytret,
nav.isp1pagehlstor,cal.

Year
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By nature, entrepreneurs tend to be optamisuc.When screening business plans, venture capitalists must make
an allowance far 	 enthusiasm. Hen's a dictionary of phrases commonly found in business plans
and their accompanying venture capital translations.

Eupiotiog on ocquisilaun strotegy—Our current products have no market,

on a door P2P (pathway to pmfitobifity)—W&re adil years away from earning a profit.

Basically on plon--We're expecting a revenue shortfall of 25 percent.

Internet business model—Potentially—bigger fools have been identified.

A challenging year--Competitors are eating our lunch.

Cosoidombty ahead of Plan— Hit our plan in one of the last three month,.

Cn,pany'n underfring atronth end rmihenco—We still lost mono. but look how we cot our losses.

Cone business --- 	 product line is obsolete.

Currently revising budget—The f,nancial plan Is in total chaoS,

Cyclical industry—We posted a huge los, last year.

Entrepreneurial CEO—He is totally uncontrollable, bordering on n,asslacai.

Fociog unprecedented economic, polltico& end nttucwml thlfts—ltha tough world out there, but we're coping the
best we can.	 -

Highly le'rerogeablo nvnvoi*—No longer works but has friends who d

Ingredients ore there—Given two years. we rnlgfe find a workable strategy.

Investing heavily in R&D—We're trying desperately to catch the competition.

United downside—Things can't get much worse,

Long sales cycle-'--Yet to find a customer who likes the product enough to buy it

Major opportsmity-4c's our last chance.

Niche strategy—A ,nssll-thrce player.

On a moni4lscwriog learning curve—We can't make the product with positive margins.

Passive investor—The phones once a year to we if we're still in business.

Positive mutts--Our losses were less than last year

Repositioning the business—We've recently written off a rnuldmllllon-dollar investment.

Selective intrestineol strategy—The board Is spending more time on yachts 	 on plane,.

Solid operating pertbsmonce in ii thJ'Jt&t year—Yes, we lost money and marker share, but look how hard we tried.

Somewhat below plan—We expect a revenue shortfall of 75 percent.

Expenses were unexpectedly high—We grossly overestimated our profit margins.

Strategic investor—One who will pay a preposterous. price for an equity share in the business.

....... ....

Sufficient opportunity no mariner this product no longer eaisct.—Nobody will buy the thing.

Too early to tell—Results to date have been grim.

A lean, of skilled, ,notn'aned. and dedicated people—We've laid off most of our staff, and those who are left should
be glad they still have jobs.

Turnaround opporwrs4-4t's a lost cause.

Uisqur'—We have no more than six strong competitors.

Volume sensitive—Our company has massive fixed costs.

Window of opportunity—Without more money fast, this company is dead.

Work closely with the management--We talk to them on the phone once a month

A year In which we confronted ch0110ngn,— .At least we know the questions even if we haven't got the answers.

POLICIES AND INVESTMENT STRATEGIES. Venture capital firms usually establish
stringent policies to implement their overall investment strategies.

INVESTMENT SIZE AND SCREENING. Most venture capital firms seek investments in the
$3 million to $10 million range tojustify the cost of investigating the large number of proposals
they receive. The venture capital screening process is extremely rigorous. The typical venture

TABLE 12.1

Deciphering the Language of the

Venture Capital Industry

Sources Adapted hens Sussnne McGee,
'A Owit's Oimor.ary of hnanclnt
WbI	 ssitJune 12.2000,pCl R
John t Budd Jr.. "Cracking the CEOs
Code," Idot Streetjeurnal.Mards 27.
1995, p.A20t",'esosr.-Speak Defined,"
T&aron000. Octoh.r 1990, p. 42:
Cynthia C. Gnthn,"hguy
Speaidng' tnrpoeaseo.,
A.ust 999. .26
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capital company invests in less than 1 percent of the applications it receives! For example, the
average venture capital firm screens about 1,200 proposals a yeas, but more than 90 percent are
rejected immediately because they do not match the firm's investment criteria. The remaining 10
percent are investigated more thoroughly at a cost ranging from $2,000 to $3,000 per proposal.
At this time, approximately 10 to 15 proposals will have passed the screening process, and these
are subjected to comprehensive review. The venture capital firm will invest in three to six of
these remaining proposals.

OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL. Most venture capitalists prefer to purchase ownership in a
small business through common stock or convertible preferred stock. Typically, a venture capi-
tal company seeks to purchase 20 percent to 40 percent of a business, but in some cases, a ven-
ture capitalist may buy 70 percent or more of a company's stock, leaving its founders with a
Tnr.rtt. hir nf n,rnarc bin

Most venture capitalists prefer to let the founding team of managers employ its skills to
operate a business if they are capable of managing its growth. However, it is quite common for
venture capitalists to join the boards of directors of the companies they invest in or to send in
new managers or a new management team to protect their investments...We change manage-
ment in the companies we fund about 40 percent of the time," says Janet Effland, a partner in
the venture capital firm Apax Partners- 30 In other words, venture capitalists are not passive
investors! Some serve only as financial and managerial advisors, whereas others take an active
role in managing the company—recruiting employees, providing sales leads, choosing attor-
neys and advertising agencies, and making daily decisions. The majority of these active venture
capitalists say they are forced to step in because the existing management team lacked the tal-
ent and experience to achieve growth targets.

STAGE OF INVESTMENT. Most venture capital firms invest in companies that are either in
the early stages of development (called early stage investing) or in the rapid-growth phase
(called expansion stage investing). Others specialize in acquisitions, providing the financing for
managers and employees of a business to buy it out. On average, 91 percent of all venture cap-
ital goes to businesses in these stages, although some venture capital firms are showing more
interest in companies in the start-up phase because of the tremendous returns that are possible
by investing then. 3 ' Most venture capital firms do not make just a single investment in a com-
pany. Instead, they invest in a company over time across several stages, where their investments
often total $10 to $15 million.

INVESTMENT PREFERENCES. The venture capital industry has undergone important
changes over the past decade. Venture capital funds now are larger and more specialized. As the
industry matures, venture capital funds increasingly are focusing their investments in niches—
everything from low-calorie custards to the Internet. Some will invest in almost any industry
but prefer companies in particular stages, from start-up to expansion. Traditionally, however,
only 9 percent of venture capital financing goes to companies in the start-up (seed) stage, when
entrepreneurs are forming a company or developing a product or service. Most of the start-up
businesses that attract venture capital are technology companies—software, biotechnology,
telecommunications, and networking. 32

WHAT VENTURE CAPITALISTS LOOK FOR. Small business owners must realize that
it is very difficult for any small business, especially fledgling or struggling firms, to pass the
intense screening process of a venture capital company and qualify for an investment.
Venture capital firms finance only about 3,600 deals in a typical year. Two factors make a
deal attractive to venture capitalists: high returns and a convenient (and profitable) exit
strategy. When evaluating potential investments, venture capitalists look for the following
features:

COMPETENT MANAGEMENT. The most important ingredient in the success of any busi-
ness is'the ability of the management team, and venture capitalists recognize this. To ven-
ture capitalists, the ideal management team has experience. managerial skills, commitment,
and the ability to build teams One financirn, expert expisins . "Venis ! re espitalists are really
buying into the management of your company. If the light isn't on at the top, it's dim all the
way
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Earn iture*9nd.com, an online Jo rnzture retailer that not only survived bus also thrived in the dot-
corn ftillout, recently attracted a mul:imillion-dollar investment from IIQ Venture Capital in Austin,
Texas. Because its founders had been in the bricks -and-mortar ref all funuture business for ninny
Years and undersuvsvi the ndustrc FurnitureFind. corn emerged as one of the online market lead-
ers. 'We were impressed by the strength of the management team s,' says HQ Venture Capita!
CEO. The founder's experience and the company's proven business model convinced venture cap-
ittolirrs that Famuu reFjack corn will become "the dominant online franchise in the category"

COMPETITIVE EDGE. investors are searching for some factor that will enable a small busi-
ness to set itself apart front competitors. Thi, distinctive competence may range from an
innovative product or service that satisfies unmet customer needs to a unique marketing or
R&D approach it must be something with the potential to create a sustainable competitive
edge, making the company a leader in its induurry.

GROWTH INDUSTRY. Hot indus(ries attract profits---and venture capital. Most venture capital
finns focus their searcher oil prospects in rapidly expanding fields because they believe the
profit potential is greater in these areas. Venture capital firms are most interested in young corn-
Panics inst meat cuougli giJwui psitniinia. tour,sv'iiIc at lear'. ., li/n, milltut'r,
three to use years Venture c'apitisllsts know that most of the businesses they invest in will flop,
so their winners have to be big winners (see Figure i22). One senture capital irirestor says, "It
you want to get really good returns, your hits generally have to earn 10 Limes your investment
in three 10 five years

vtete exIT s'r ps,srecY '/eniureespitalisis, net only took toe promising companies wish
the ability to dointn'ata a market, but they also waist to See uplan for a feasible eii rirategy. typ-
icall y to he executed 'eithtri three to five years. Venture capital firms realise the return sn their
invesittTeutS wheit [he colsipaties the y invest ill either make an initial pubtit: offering or are
acquired by or rncrge-d into another busitess.

II4TANGlLE FACTORS. Some other important factors considered in the screening process
are not easily measured they are the intuitive, rnfn gsbie factors the venture rcipttalisi dtcts
by gut feeling. 'ibis feeling mighi he the result of [be small firrns -,ul i d sense of direction, its
;u'utegic plssrniiig pcoce 5 a, the chemistry of its management team, or a number of other factors.

Entrepreneurs in search of financing must understand the implications of accepting 'en-
lure canital,

When his daughter developed a seizure disorder that required inidng bitter medicine four
'jutes a day, Kenn y lc',-omrr. began e.cperimcn ring with diflreru Jlaroritsrs that cx'uh/ he
s;ted with regular med jeinea to minis' them taste better without affecting their efflcnc He

Iota/Is found success with a bait.ana flcci'erisig that pro sill to be a huge 1sf! not os/v ",r ). ISIS
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Thanks to Sent.7 Knmrn,

founder of FlavorX, and the

,ierlture capiral fir-mis [Ito,

invested in his business, caking

medicine no longer has to be

a bitter esperuenen.

Con's,,. 1 at HayorX Inc.

daughter bat ri/so with the customers at
pharmacr his parents owned. Krrirnrn area;
to develop 42 nlore flacors rcsning fe'-.
orange C.'reani.ricle to chocolate silk pi
which became the basis for his compir.
FiaeorX. launched oil 995 With $s mu/au-
he invested and raised front Jiarnilv members,
jr/ends, and private int .'eswrs. RaiIdiri'
brand awareness required significant expen-
ditures, on advet tisin8 and a sales force-
call on phareneictes and twferincs,'ians.
appreciate the flavors. too.') The tar,'r
amounts of capital needed to stoke the ar':ri.

poesy's grosrth required Kramm to turn
Venture cap italists. In rertirn for comp.:..
srocl., sereral veillure capita/ firms iitver;,
$2 million in PlavarX. leaving Krarnm
34 percent of the cor,tprtng whose safes era
exceed S5 rail/ion a year.36

Despite its many benefits, venture capital nor ror i , .. every tnt preijeur. 'VC
money comes at a price," warns one entrepreneur. 'Before boarding a one-way money tram.

ask yourself if this is- the best route for your business and persona] riesiret, because inveStors
are like department stores the day after Christmas--they expect a lot of returns in a short
period at time."

Public Stock Sale ("Going Public")

iii some cases, entrepreneurs can "go public" by selling shares of stock in their corporations
to outs/de investors in all public offering, a company rales capital by selling shares
rf jjn stuck is t he general public for the tiri u rns A Public offering is -an effective method

ci' raising large amounts Of capital, but it car, he all expensive and time-ucInsurnirig process

filled with t'egulaoory nightmares. Once a company makes an initial public offering (11"01.
etuthiag will ever he the Caine again. Managers Friust consider the impact of their decision',
tot only on the company and its employees but also on its shareholders and the value .1

their stock.

'X'uig public isil ' I Itir every easiness, in fact. most small ccnrnpsrr es co net Inect the crileriri
fur makin g a successful public Stock offering. Over the past 20 years. an average of 440 rein-
prrtttec per y ear have made initial pliblir offerings of thrir stack, although the number of IPOs

has fallen oIl sign,lirrmtly since 2000 (see. Figure 12 3). Only about 20.000 companies in the
Linutd States--less than	 pr-r., cut of the tc'ial . .e publicly held. Few companies with less
,hall tst tllon in :innurri :51ev resneyse .rc ye public' suctry sfulls Iris extremely difficult for
start-up crnmpals1 o, ith cci track record ot'-,scer-s,c to carve rnc'rie y with a pubIs': oif,ring . instead,
the invc-asrctenr banks-c,; who LlndonVriie public St,.iCk nsf/ensues rvpicuIl' lurk for c'rabl i,hd
n'mnmpaniev with thin: L ' llcwrng chsrrtctcrtstir:

a convistentl y huh growth rste.s

-a ;ts nttg record of IrotrIgs

a three to 5',e y ears ci audited ftnarira1 .'ralsnsenre that nrcc-t Or escee.l SEC tan 'Jwv(s, -5,Lier riic
burn and Wc'rldCcnrv scandal.:, rrrveetors are deruianndurig imps' scabS' fltrasrcttrl cIatenier'rt:.

a a " 'l i d pc-r,rtion i ll a rapiclis vrowir,-e ifldiuslrv. In ?0''et. ntis :nedrsin a .ee of rOuirpanrils; r,'naking
]n'l',51550 thrsr sears- rOds' ii is	 55''sai',

,	 :,nurt t rnarrr"trr'r' -cr -se' r'.''r t" -'-' "irr'cs'" 5"'! 5 'irrarro barJ of

F.rrtrepret ic'rtr. wh are isilsr,Jvi trig aktno their c' vcnP'dflle'. public ShOuld irL c,tirdtt care-
Full , erie rirls.srrtnys:'.5isl tb.- disadsrjrrisgr :. cr1 '.rl 1Ff)	 included-i's tnlk.rvrr.g.

4. Describe the
process of"going
0ubtic" as wHIl 15 its
:.dvw.zagas and
.3iseJsanun.stgea and the
3i5utJs simplifietl
r-regisccaciens and
esernpcnons from
regiatr-acion available to
zrnit bajeAr,essen

initial public offering—cr
mod of rcm,:nng" . irine cof,mrri

in which a company sells shares
s/irs cresS t die grsniQ! public

'hc' first tjrne.
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ABILITY TO RAISE LARGE AMOUNTS OF CAPITAL. The biggest benefit of a public
offering is the capital infusion the company receives. After going public, the corporation has
the cash to fund R&D projects, expand plant and facilities, repay debt, or boost working capital
balances without incurring the interest expense and the obligation to repay associated with debt
financing.

1-or instance, JeiBlue, the low-cost airline founded by florid Neeleman, raised $158 million

n-hen the company made an initial public offering, selling 5.87 million shares of stock for $27

each, more than the $22 to $24 anticipated price range in its S-i filing with the SEC. JeBlue

used the offering proceeds fi.sr working capital and to purchase new aircraft2

IMPROVED CORPORATE IMAGE. Al) of the media attention a company receives during the
registration process makes it more visible. Plus, becoming a public company in some industries
improves its prestige and enhances its competitive position, one of the most widely recognized.
intangible benefits of going public.

IMPROVED ACCESS TO FUTURE FINANCING. Going public boosts a company's net
worth and broadens its equity base. Its improved stature and financial strength make it easier
for the firm to attract more capital—both debt and equity—and to grow.

ATTRACTING AND RETAINING KEY EMPLOYEES. Public companies often use stock-
based compensation plans to attract and retain quality employees. Stock options and bonuses
are excellent methods for winning employees' loyalty and for instilling a healthy ownership
attitude among them if the company's stock performs well in the market. Employee stock own-
ership plans (ESOPs) and stock purchase plans are popular recruiting and motivational tools in
many small corporations, enabling them to hire top-flight talent they otherwise would not be
able to afford.

USING STOCK FOR ACQUISITIONS. A company whose stock is publicly traded can
acquire other businesses by offering its own shares rather than cash. Acquiring other companies
with shares of stock eliminates the need to incur additional debt.
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LISTING ON AS TO CK  EXCHANGE. Being listed on anan organized stock exchange, even a
small regional one, improves the marketability of a company's shares and enhances its image.
Most publicly held companies' stocks do not qualify for listing on the nation's largest
exchanges—the New York stock Exchange (NYSE) and the American Stock Exchange
(AMEX). However, the AMEX recently created a new market for small-company stocks. The
Emerging Company Marketplace. Most small companies' stocks are traded on either the
National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation (NASDAQ) system's
National Market System (NMS) and its emerging small-capitalization exchange or one of the
nation's regional stock exchanges.

Despite these advantages, many factors can spoil a company's attempted IPO. In fact, only 5
percent of the companies that attempt to go public ever complete the process, 4° The
disadvantages of going public include the following:

DILUTION OF FOUNDER'S OWNERSHIP. Whenever entrepreneurs sell stock to the pub-
lic, they automatically dilute their ownership in their businesses. Most owners retain a majority
interest in the business, but they may still run the risk of unfriendly takeovers years later after
selling more stock.

LOSS OF CONTROL. If enough shares are sold in a public offering, a founder risks losing
control of the company. Ifs large block of shares falls into the hands of dissident stockholders,
they could vote the existing management team (including the founder) out.

George Staihakis, owner of the highly successful chain of Stax'a restaurants in Greenville,
South Carolina, recalls investment bankers approaching him about taking his company public
to fund its growth, but he refused them all. 'The one thing you don't have when you go public
is control," he says, "and that's something my partners and /just couldn't handle.""

LOSS OF PRIVACY. Taking their companies public can be a big ego boost for owners, but
they must realize that their companies are no longer solely theirs. Information that was once
private must be available for public scrutiny. The initial prospectus and the continuous reports
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) disclose a variety of information
about the company and its operations- .-from financial data and raw material sources to legal
matters and patents to anyone—including competitors. Loss of privacy and loss of control are
the most commonly cited reasons that CEOs choose not to attempt 1POs,42

REPORTING TO THE SEC. Operating as a publicly held company is expensive. Publicly
held companies must file periodic reports with the SEC, which often requires a more powerful
accounting system, a larger accounting staff, and greater use of attorneys and other profession.

,.,.4, ,Ma CCC	 ,,,,t,,,,.,,..,A en,.,,SEC

$150,000 or more a year.

Chief operating officer John Henderson and the top managers at High Falls Brewing
Company, a brewery in Rochester, New York, recentl y transformed the once publicly held com-
pany into a privately owned business. Henderson says that the reporting requirements of run
fling a publicly held company "took a lot more time than / expected' and that operating the
hrewer' as a private businessis "a huge

FILING EXPENSES. A public stock offering usually is an expensive way to generate funds
for start-up or expansion. For the typical small company, the cost of a public offering is around
12 percent of the capital raised. On small offerings. Costs can eat up as much as 40 percent of
the capital raised; however, on offerings above $20 million, just 5 percent typically goes to
cover expenses. Once an offering exceeds $10 million, its relative issuing costs drop. The
largest cost is the underwriter's commission, which is typically 7 percent of the proceeds on
offerings less than $10 million and 13 percent on those over that amount.

ACCOUNTABILITY TO SHAREHOLDERS. The capital that entrepreneurs manage is no
longer just their own. The manager of a publicly held finn is accountable to the company's
shareholders. Indeed, the law requires that managers recognize and abide by a relationship
built on trust. Profit and return on investment become the primary concerns for investors. If
the stock price of a newly public company falls, shareholder lawsuits are inevitable.
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"We threw an IPO and nobody came."

Investors whose shares decline in value often sue the company's managers for fraud and the
failure to disclose the potential risks to which their investments expose them.

PRESSURE FOR SHORT-TERM PERFORMANCE. In privately held companies, entrepre-
neurs are free to follow their strategies for success, even if those strategies take years to
produce results. When a company goes public, however, entrepreneurs quickly learn that share-
holders are impatient and expect results immediately. Founders are under constant pressure to
produce growth in profits and in market share, which requires them to maintain a delicate bal-
ance between short-term results and long-term strategy.

TIMING. As impatient as they can be, entrepreneurs often find the time demands of an initial
public offering frustrating and distracting. Managing the IPO takes time away from managing
the company. Working on an IPO can consume as much as 75 percent of top managers' time.

- ,,k.c ',,,,..,, .,,,kl,,','	 r'4 '-'"''rl'''-''-"
executive officer," advises an investment banker.45

When one company that produced sports entertainment software decided to go public, man-
agers spent so much time focusing on the demands of the !PO that the compan y failed to get a
new product to market in time for the Christmas season. Because it missed this crucial dead-
line, the company never recovered and went out of business. 46

During this time, a company also runs the risk that the overall market for IPOs or for a partic-
ular industry may go sour. Factors beyond managers' control, such as declines in the stock mar-
ket and potential investors' jitters, can quickly slain shut a company's 'window of opportunity"
for an IPO. For instance, when the NASDAQ began sinking in 2000, many companies planning
IPOs, including InternetConnect (broadband networking services) and Plumtree Software (Web-
portal software for large companies), withdrew their proposed stock offerings. Plumtree finally
did pull off its 11?0, but it was forced to cut its offering price to $8.50 from the $13 to $15 esti-
mate listed in its SEC filings. 47

THE REGISTRATION PROCESS. Taking a company public is a complicated bureaucratic
process that usually takes several months to complete. Many experts compare the IPO
process to running a corporate marathon, and both the company and its management team
must be in shape and up to the grueling task. The typical entrepreneur cannot take his com-
pany public alone. It requires a coordinated effort from a team of professionals. including
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company executives, an accountant, a securities attorney, a financial printer, and at least one
underwriter. Table 12.2 shows a typical timetable for an IPO. The key steps in taking a com-
pany public include:

CHOOSE THE UNDERWRITER. The single most important ingredient in making a success-
ful IPO is selecting a capable underwriter (or investment banker). The underwriter serves
two primary roles: helping to prepare the registration Statement for the issue and promoting the
company's stock to potential investors. The underwriter works with company managers as an
advisor to prepare the registration statement that must be filed with the SEC, promoting the
issue, pricing the stock, and providing after-market support. Once the registration statement is
finished, the unders' titer's primary ioh !S selling the company's stock through an underwriting
syndicate of other investment bankers it develops.

underwriter (or
investment banker)—e
financial company that serves
two important roles: helping to
prepare the registration
statement for on issue and
promoting the company's stock to
potential investors.

NEGOTIATE A LETTER OF INTENT. To begin an offering, the entrepreneur and the underwriter
must negotiate a letter of intent, which outlines the details of the deal. The letter of intent co y- letter of Intent—an

ers a variety of important issues, including the type of underwriting, its size and price range, the agreement between the
underwriter's commission, and any svajl-anis and options included It almost always states that underwriter and the company

the underwriter is not hound to the offering until it is executed—usually the day before or the about to go public that outlines

day of the offering However, the letter usually creates a binding obligation for the company to the details of the deal.

pay any direct expenses the underwriter incurs relating to the offer.

PREPARE THE REGISTRATION STATEMENT. After a company signs the letter of intent, the next task
is to prepare the registration statement to be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission registration statement—
(SEC). This document describes both the company and the stock offering and discloses information the document a company must

about the risks of investing. It includes information on the use of the proceeds, the company's his- file with the SEC that describes

tory, its financial position, its capital structure, the risks it faces, its managers' experience, and rjy both the company and its stock

other details. The statement is extremely comprehensive and may take months to develop. To pro- offering and discloses information

pare the Statement, entrepreneurs must rely on their team of professionals, 	 about the risk of investing.

FILE WITH THE SEC. When the statement is finished (with the exception of pricing the
shares, proceeds, and commissions, which cannot be determined until just before the issue
goes to market), the company officially files the statement with the SEC and awaits the
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road thaw—a gathering of
potential syndicate members
sponsored by the managing
underwriter for the purpose of
promoting a company's initial
public offe ring.

review of the Division of Corporate Finance, a process that takes 30 to 45 days (or more).
The division sends notice of any deficiencies in the registration statement to the company's
attorney in a comment letter. The company and its team of professionals must cure all of the
deficiencies in the statement noted by the comment letter. Finally, the company files
the revised registration statement, along with a pricing amendment (giving the price of the
shares, the proceeds, and the commissions).

WAIT TO GO EFFECTIVE. While waiting for the SEC's approval, the managers and the
underwriters are busy. The underwriters are building a syndicate of other underwriters who will
market the company's stock. (No stock sales can be made prior to the effective date of the offer-
ing, however.) The SEC also limits the publicity and information a company may release
during this quiet period (which officially starts when the company reaches a preliminary agree-
merit with the managing underwriter and ends 90 days after the effective date).

Securities laws do permit a road show, a gathering of potential syndicate members
sponsored by the managing underwriter. Its purpose is to promote interest among potential
underwriters in the IPO by featuring the company, its management, and the proposed deal.
The managing underwriter and key company officials barnstorm major financial centers at
a grueling pace.

I
During the mad show for Piumiree Software, a provider of expensive Web-portal software that

raised $40 million in its IPO, CEO John Kunzie logged 45,000 miles to court potential

investors in 8o different meetings in just 21 days-48

On the last day before the registration statement becomes effective, the company signs the
formal underwriting agreement. The final settlement, or closing, takes place a few days after
the effective date for the issue. At this'rneeting the underwriters receive their shares to sell and

the company receives the proceeds of the offering.
Typically, the entire process of going public takes from 60 to 180 days, but it can take much

longer if the issuing company is not properly prepared for the process.

MEET STATE REQUIREMENTS. In addition to satisfying the SEC's requirements, a com-
pany also must meet the securities laws in all states in which the issue is sold. These State
laws (or "blue-sky" laws) vary drastically from one state to another, and the company must
comply with them.

Simplified Registrations and Exemptions

The lPO process just described (called an S-I filing) requires maximum disclosure in the ini-
tial filing and discourages most small businesses front it. Fortunately, the SEC allows
several exemptions from this full-disclosure process for small businesses. Many small busi-
nesses that go public choose one of the simplified options the SEC has designed for small
companies, The SEC has established the following simplified registration statements and
exemptions from the registration process:

REGULATION S-B, Regulation S-B is a simplified registration process for small compa-
nies seeking to make initial or subsequent public offerings. Not only does this regulation
simplify the initial filing requirements with the SEC, but it also reduces the ongoing dis-
closure and filings required of companies. Its primary goals are to opels the doors to capital
markets to smaller companies by cutting the paperwork and the costs of raising capital.
Companies using the simplified registration process have two options: Form SB-I. a "tran-
sitional" registration statement for companies issuing less than $10 million worth of secu-
rities over a 12-month period, and Form SB-2, reserved for small companies seeking more
than $10 million in a 12-month period.

To be eligible for the simplified registration process under process under Regulation S-B, a

company:

• must be based in the United States or Canada

• must have revenues of less than $25 million
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III must have outstanding publicly held stock worth no more than $25 million

• must not be an investment company

• must provide audited financial statements for two fiscal years 	 -

The goal of Regulation S-B's simplified registration requirements is to enable smaller com-
panies to go public without incurring the expense of a full-blown registration. Total costs for a
Regulation S-B registration are approximately $35,000.

REGULATION D (RULE 04): SMALL COMPANY OFFERING REGISTRATION (SCOR).
Created in the late 1980s, the Small Company Offering Registration (also known as the
Uniform Limited Offering Registration, ULOR) now is available in 47 states. A little-known
tool, SCOR is designed to make it easier and less expensive for small companies to sell their
stock to the public by eliminating the requirement for registering the offering with the SEC.
The whole process typically costs less than half of what a traditional public offering costs.
Entrepreneurs using SCOR will need an attorney and an accountant to help them with the

issue, but many can get by without a securities lawyer, which can save tens of thousands of
dollars. Some entrepreneurs even choose to market their companies' securities themselves
(for example, to customers), saving the expense of hiring a broker. However, selling an issue
is both time and energy consuming, and most SCOR experts recommend hiring a profes-
sional securities or brokerage firm to sell the company's shares. The SEC's objective in cre-
ating SCOR was to give small companies the same access to equity financing that large
companies have via the stock market while bypassing many of the same costs and filing

requirements, The capital ceiling on a SCOR issue is $1 million (except in Texas, where
there is no limit), and the price of each share must beat least $5. That means that a company
can sell no more than 200,000 shares (making the stock less attractive to stock manipula-
tors). A SCOR offering requires only minimal notification to the SEC. The company must

file a standardized disclosure statement, the U-7, which consists of 50 fill-in-the-blank
questions. The form, which asks for information such as how much money the company
needs, what the money will be used for, what investors receive, how investors can sell their
investments, and other pertinent questions, closely resembles a business plan but also serves
as a state securities offering registration, a disclosure document, and a prospectus.
Entrepreneurs using SCOR may advertise their companies' offerings and can sell them
directly to any investor with no restrictions and no minimums. An entrepreneur can sell
practically any kind of security through a SCOR offering, including common stock, pre-
ferred stock, convertible preferred stock, stock options, stock warrants, and others.

Steve Crane and An Andes, Jr.. cofounders (if Curph'Q. a Web pt/rio! that links small Una hume-
based business owners in an online community, decided to bypass venture capital and relied on
a SCOR offering to attract their first round of outside capital. The entrepreneurs believed that

taking their compan y public not only would save them money but also would create greater
opportunities for future financing efforts, both of which have proved to be true. Early on, Crane

and Aviles recognized the need to promote their newl y public compan y, whose shares trade on
the OTC Bulletin Board, in the investment community. "Our success as a public company

depends not only on how well we do financially but also how well we market our company and

our story to the financial markets, sa ys Crane. 49	-

A SCOR offering offers entrepreneurs needing equity financing several advantages:

• Access to a sizable pool of equity funds without the expense of full registration with the SEC.
Companies often can complete a SCOR offering for less than $25,000.

• Few restrictions on the securities to be sold and on the investors to whom they can be sold.

• The ability to marker the offering through advertisements to the public.

• New or start-up companies can qualify.

• No requllelitent Ill IIIJUIICU IJJJUJILJUI SUJLCOICIIIS I 	 S/lid IIIS LCSS 111414 .SJSftJ,'.fiJtJ.

• Faster approval of the issue from regulatory agencies.

• The ability to make the offering in several states at once.
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There are, of course, some disadvantages to using SCOR to raise needed fijnds

• Not every state yet recognizes SCOR offerings.

• Partnerships cannot make SCOR offerings.

• A company can raise no more than $1 million in a 12-month period.

• An entrepreneur must register the offering in every state in which shares of stock will be sold to
comply with their blue-sky laws, although current regulations allow simultaneous registration in
multiple states.

• The process can be time consuming, distracting an entrepreneur from the daily routine of
running the company. A limited secondary market for the securities may Limit investors'
interest. Currently, -SCOR shares must be traded through brokerage firms that make small
markets in specific stocks. However, the Pacific Stock Exchange and the NASDAQ's elec-
tronic bulletin hoard recently began listing SCOR stocks, so the secondary market for t'ncslt
has broadened.

REGULATION D (RULES 505 AND 506) PRIVATE PLACEMENTS. Rules 505 and 506 of
Regulation D, also known as the Private Placement Memorandum, are exemptions from federal
registration requirements that give emerging companies the opportunity to sell stock through
private placements without actually going public. In a private placement, the company sells its
shares directly to private investors without having to register them with the SEC or incur the
expenses of ass IPO. Instead, a knowledgeable attorney simply draws up an investment agree-
ment that meets state and federal requirements between the company and its private investors.

For example. PalchLink.com , a company that provides software solutions for businesses over
the Internet, raised $5.6 million in a private equity placement made through online broker-
dealer Offload capital. PatehLink used the mone y to expand its engineering, and mar-
keting staff and to launch new products. 'We ended up raising more money than we expected to
without giving up any more of the company, says CEO Sean Moshir5°

A Rule 505 offering has a higher capital ceiling than a SCOR offering ($5 million) in a 12-
month period but imposes more restrictions (no more than 35 nonaceredited investors, no
advertising of the offer, and more stringent disclosure requirements).

Rule 506 imposes no ceiling on the amount that can be raised, but, Like a Rule 505 offering, it
limits the issue to 35 nonaccre.ditcd investors and prohibits advertising the offer to the public.
There is no limit on the number of accredited investors, however. Rule 506 also requires detailed
disclosure of relative information, but the extent depends on the dollar size of the offering.

Tka.,.. P,.n,,t',ttnn fl n.inc m,n.mi.n tkc, - 1--n-And ii,, im p rpnI,,rp, I I,r,i3O,.,.n uhf rfl_

ital for small businesses. Fees for private placements typically range front I to 5 percent
rather than the 7 to 13 percent underwriters normall y charge for managing a public offering.
Offerings made under Regulation I) do impose limitations and demand certain disclosures,
but they only require a company to file a simple form (Form I)) with the SEC within 15 days
of the first sale of stock.

SECTION 4(6). Section 4(6) covers private placements and is similar to Regulation D.
Rules 505 and 506. It does not require registration on offers up to $5 million if they are made
only to accredited investors.

INTRASTATE OFFERINGS (RULE 147). Rule 147 governs intrastate offerings, those sold only
to investors in a single state by a company doing business to that state. To qualify, a company
must be incorporated in the state, maintain its executive offices there, have 80 percent of its
assets there, derive 80 percent of its revenues front the state, and use 80 percent of the offering

proceeds for business in the state. There is no ceiling on the amount of the offering, but only
residents of the state in which the issuing compan y operates can invest.

Yp, y rc a pp ken Cohen un, tern, Green field founded a small ice cream manufijrtur:n g hut,-
,ses named after themselves that struck a chord with customers. Ben & Jerry's Homemade
grew rapidly. and the founders needed $600.000 to build it nest manufacturing plant to
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Vermont where the company was based, They decided to "give the opportuntv to our neigh-

bors to grow with our company." by making an intrastate offering under Rule 147, Cohen and
Greenfield registered their offering of 73,500 shares of stock with Vermont's Division of
Ranking and insurance. Ben & ferry's Homemade sold the entire offering (mostly to loyal
customers) b's' placing ads in newspapers and stickers on ice cream containers that touted
"Get a Scoop of the Action!

REGULATION A. Regulation A, although currently not used often, allows an- exemption
for offerings up to $5 million over a 12-month period. Regulation A imposes few restric-
tions, but it is more costly than the other types of exempted offerings, usually running
between $80.000 and $120,000. The primary difference between a SCOR offering and a
Regulation A offering is that a company must register its SCOR offering only in the States

o.,,...1,,n.-,,, A ,.re,.....,,... .5,,. ,....,,.i,,,-...,,..,..,
ing statement with the SEC. Like a SCOR offering, a Regulation A offering requires only a
simplified question-and-answer SEC filing and allows a company to sell its shares directly
to investors.

For instance, when Blue Fish Clashing Inc., an all-natural women's clothing company,
needed money to fuel its rapid growth, founder Jennifer Barclay decided to make a direct
public offering under Regulation A, selling 8o,000 shares at $5 each. 'Banks wouldn't pro-
vide the funds, and venture capital firms wanted a huge percentage of the company," says
Barclay. Blue Fish publicized its $4 million offering through mailings, advertisements, fish-
shaped hanging rags on its garments, and word of mouth among its base of 30,000 loyal cus-
tomers and supporters. Blue Fish, whose shares are traded on the Chicago Stock Exchange,
used the offering's proceeds to build new retail stores, to install a comouterired information
system, and to expand its management team.32

DIRECT STOCK OFFERINGS. Many of the simplified registrations and exemptions dis-
cussed here give entrepreneurs the power to sidestep investment bankers and sell their
companies' stock offerings directly to investors and, in the process, save themselves thou-
sands of dollars in underwriting fees. By cutting out the underwriter's commission and
many legal and most registration fees, entrepreneurs willing to handle the paperwork
requirements and to market their own shares typically can make direct public offerings
(DPOs) for 6 to tO percent of the total amount of the issue, compared with 13 percent for a
traditional stock offering.

Rca! Goods Trading C'ornpany, 0 retailer of err.'irc'nmento llrfriendiv products, was a pioneer
of direct public offerings over the Web, in 1991, the company engineered a successful DPO that
raised Sr million and folloss'ed with two more DPOs in later years that generated $3.6 million
each! More than 5,000 of the company's loyal customers became investors. In fact, managers
discovered that once customers became shareholders, they purchased nearly twice as much
merchandise as customers who were not shareholders! Managers at Real Goods found that
using the Web to reach potential investors was not only one of the best bargains but also one of'

the most cfJècrive methods for ceiling its stock to the public.

The World Wide Web (WWW) opens an easy-to-use avenue for direct public offerings and
is one the fastest-growing sources of capital for small businesses. Much of the Web's appeal
as a fund-raising tool stems from its ability to reach large numbers of prospective investors
very quickly and at a low cost. "This is the only form of instantaneous international contact
with an enormous population." says one Web expert. "You can put your prospectus out to thie
world." 54 Companies making direct stock offerings on the Web most often snake them under
either Regulation A or Regulation D. Direct public offerings work best for companies that
have a single product or related product lines and a base of customers who are loyal to the
company. In fact, the first company to make a successful DPO over the Internet was Spring
Street Brewing, a microhrewcry founded by Andy Klein. Klein raised $1.6 million in a
Regulation A offering in 1996. Companies that make successful direct public offerings of

C

A Company Example
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Role $05
$5 million In any 12-
moods period

jfla,0w.

unlimited sccredited

No

Not available for
investment companies
or those disqualified by
"bad boy" provisions

Only Won, or more
manauscredfired
purchasers

Period varies for audited
statements

Yes

Rule 506
None

unlimited accredited

-Nonaccredited must be -
sophisticated

No

Only if 	 or more
nonscccedited

Purchasers

Period variesfor audited
statements

Yet

Yea	 Ye.

their stock over the Web must meet the same standards as companies making stock offerings
using more traditional methods. Experts caution Web-based fund seekers to make sure their
electronic prospectuses meet SEC and state requirements.

Table 12.3 provides a summary of the major types of exemptions and simplified offerings.
Of these, the limited offerings and private placements are most commonly used.

Simplified Registration and

Exemptions: Comparative Table

Soar Deciding to (10 Psidk. New tori,
Erres&Y0un5.I993,pp.70 71.

Rube 504

Dollar Limit	 $I million in any
12-month period

Limit on Number oi 	 NO
Purchasers

Qualification for	 No
Purchasers

Qualifications of Issuers Not available for
investment co.npanleS,
blank check companies,
or reporting companies

Disclosure Requirements 	 specified

Financial Statement	 Not specified
Requirements

General Solicitation and No
Advertising Prohibited

Resale Restrictions 	 No

Private	 Intrastate
Placements	 Offerings

section 4(6)	 Rule 147

$5 million	 None

No
	 No

All must be	 All must be
accredited	 registrants of a

single state

No
	 Must be resident

and do business in
same state as
purchasers

Not specified	 Not specified

Not specified	 Not specified

Yes	 No

Yes	 Yes

Unregistered	 Small-Boalnee.	 Small Business
Public Offerings letoere
Regulation A	 Registration	 Registration

Form SB-I	 Form SB-2

$5 million in any 12 . $10 million in any	 None
month period	 12-month period

No	 No

NQ
	

No

Available for US.	 Available for US. 	 Available for U.S.
and Canadian	 and Canadian	 and Canadian
companies only. 	 companies with	 companies with
not available for 	 revenue and public revenue and public
reporting	 float of less than	 flostof less than
conçanies. blank 	 $25 million; not	 $25 million; not
check companies,	 available for	 available for
iflVC$miont	 investment	 investment:
compesiesaile of	 compares or	 companies or
oil

	 gas or	 nusidiaries whose	 subsidiaries whose
mineral rights. or 	 parent is not	 parent is not
those stoqoalfied by qualified to we the qualified to use the
bed boy" provisions form	 form

Yes	 Yes	 Yes

2 years of =audited 2 years of unaudited 2 years of unaudited
State, neni.	 statement

No	 No	 No

Yes	 No	 No
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YOU Be the
Consultant...
Filled with Promise, but Low on Capital
After graduation, Astro Teller and three college buddies
from Carnegie Mellon University worked as consultants to
technology companies such as Motorola and Compaq
Computers on projects involving wearable computers.
Befcrc long, thcy had launc L ed of .oivanjy of their own,
BodyMedia, built around a product they had developed
called the SeneWear armband. The 3-ounce device, which
straps onto a person's arm, includes metallic sensors that
monitor the wearer's perspiration levels, skin temperature.
end ilisrrnai temperature and then combines them into a
constant measure of his or her calorie burn rate. The clever
product has a wireless device that sends all captured infor-
mation to a PC, where it can be displayed for easy analysis.
It can run for four consecutive days before its batteries need
to be recharged. Users can program the SenseWear arm-
band to signal when they have reached a calorie goal or
when it i s tIme to take medieme. The device may be just the
tool a dieter is looking for, a lifesaving device for those
with medical conditions such as diabetes, and the solution
to medical researchers' problems of collecting reliable data
on their patients.

BodyMedia CEO Teller, who has a Ph.D. in artificial
intelligence and is the grandson of Edward Teller, the
inventor of the atomic bomb, saw the SenseWear armband
as the centerpiece of a Web-based health portal that would
track a person's daily statistics on exercise, slevp and cab-
ne expenditures. Unfortunatel y, potential lenders and
investors didn't see things quite as clearly as Teller and his
cofounders. "We had no credibility," says CFO Jeff
Swoveland. "We kissed every frog. Nobody wanted to hear
the pitch"

Teller and his friends managed to launch their com-
pany, but they knew they would need the endorsement of
physicians to be able to raise the capitai they needed to
realize the company's potential. For five months, they
worked the halls at the University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center before David Kupfer, an expert in behavioral
health, helped them convince the hospital to invest $2.5
midion to turn the prototype into a real product. Teller
soon abandoned the Web portal idea and decided to focus
on selling ,SenseWear, which would be priced irnood
$900, to large corporations for their employees with the
idea that it would help lower their rapidly escalating
health insurance costs. By 2001, however, a sluggish
economy had reduced corporate America's spending on
employee wellness, and Teller was in need of a device to
tnc)rlitor BudyMedia's cash burn rate as accurately as the
SenseWear devicmonitored users' calorie burn rates. A
falling stock market had diminished the number of IPOs
to a trickle, and venture capital firms were watching the

AatroTetler, CEO o f BodyhiedO Inc.. needs serondosnd financing to

bring to market SenseWear armband, a device that monitors the
wearer's vital signs and cnto,ie burn rare.What recommendations can

you offer Teller?

Cortesp of SodyMedi, Inc.

value of their investments and their pools of capital evap-
orate. BcdyNledia, projected to generate sales of $700.000
in the upcoming year, was in danger of running out of
money, having gone through most of the original $2.5
million from the hosrital. Teller shifted the company's
strategy to Focus on selling the product to makers and dis-
tributors of medical testing equipment such as Roche
Diagnostics, a $5 billion global giant. Teller is convinced
that his company and its product will succeed, and he is
setting out to attract its much-needed second round of
financing.

1. What role do factors that are beyond entrepreneurs'
control—such as a faltering economy or a falling stock
market—•huve on their ability to attract the capital they
need?

2. Explain why the following funding sources would or
would not be appropriate for BodyMedia: family and
friends, angel investors, in initial public offering, a tradi-
tional bank loan, asset-based borrowing, or one of the many
fedejal or SBA loans,

3. Work with a team of your classmates to devise a work-
able strategy for raising the capital BodyMedia needs to

I market the SenseWear device.

Sources: Adapted from Bob Parks, "Amied for Success' RizsOiess

2.0. April 2()3, pp. 46-48: Brad Lemnley. "TEDMPD." Discover, April
2003, www discover c3rn/aprO3lgtherc htmi?article':fCattCd. Nil, l,
BodyMedia, we w.tods etf:a.corn.
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prime rate—the interest rare
banks chaise their most
creditworthy customers.

THE NATURE OF DEBT FINANCING
Debt financing involves the funds that the small business owner borrows and must repay with inter-
est. Lenders of capital are more numerous than investors, although small business loans can be just
as difficult (if not more difficult) to obtain. Although borrowed capita] allows entrepreneurs to main-
tain complete ownership of their businesses, it must be carried as a liability on the balance sheet as
weli as be repaid with interest at some point in the future. In addition, because small businesses are
considered to be greater risks than bigger corporate customers, they must pay higher interest rates
because of the risk-return trade-off—the higher the risk, the greater the return demanded. Most
small firms pay the prime rate, the interest rate banks charge their most creditworthy customers,
plus two to three percentage points. Still, the cost of debt financing often is lower than that of equity
financing. Because of the higher risks associated with providing equity capital to small companies,
investors demand greater returns than lenders. Also, unlike equity financing, debt financing does not
require  at, cntrcpreneui to dilute  net ownership interest in the company.

Entrepreneurs seeking debt capital are quickly confronted with an astounding range of credit
options varying greatly in complexity, availability, and flexibility. Not all of these sources of
debt capital are equally favorable, however. By understanding the various sources of capital—
both commercial and government lenders—and their chtriwteristics, entrepreneurs can greatly
increase the chances of obtaining a loan.

We now turn to the various sources of debt capital.

Sources of Debt Capital

COMMERCIAL BANKS Commercial banks are the very heart of the fnancial market for
small businesses, providing the greatest number and variety of loans to small companies. One
study by the Small Business Administration found that commercial banks provide 64 percent of
the credit available to small businesses, compared to 12.3 percent supplied by commercial
finance companies, the next most prominent source of small business lending. The study also
revealed that 67 percent of all small businesses that borrow from traditional sources get financ-
ing from banks! 5 -1 For small business owners, banks are lenders offirsr resort.

Banks tend to be conservative in their lending practices and prefer to make loans to estab-
lished small businesses rather than to high-risk start-ups. One expert estimates that only 5 to
8 percent of business start-ups get bank financing. 5 ' Bankers want to see evidence of a com-
pany's successful track record before committing to a loan. They are concerned with a firm's
operating past and will scrutinize its financial reports to project its position in the future.
They also want proof of the stability of the company's sales and the ability of the product or
service to generate adequate cash flows to ensure repayment of the loan. If they do make
loans to a start-up venture, banks like to see sufficient cash flows to repay the loan, ample
collateral to secure it, or a Small Business Administration (SBA) guarantee to insure it.
Studies suggest that small banks (those with less than $300 million in assets) are most likely
to lend money to small businesses.57

Some banks are willing to extend loans to start-up companies, however RasheedRefaey turned
to bank financing to cover unexpected cost overruns in the construction and start-up of his
restaurant, Tasca-Kitchen & Wine Bar. Refaey already had raised $500,000 from private
investors and did not want to give up any more equity in his business, so he turned to a small
community bank for a $250,000 loan. His solid business plan coupled with an introduction by
co,uuiiunis at a nearby Small Business Development Center convinced bunk officers to make the

_loan. Business at the restaurant is booming, giving Refaeyplenry of cash to repay the loan. 58

When evaluating a loan application, banks focus on a company's capacity to create positive
cash flow because they know that's where the money to repay their loans will come from. The
first question in most bankers' minds whenreviewing an entrepreneur's business plan iS "Can
this business generate sufficient cash to repay the loan?" Even though therelv on collateral to
secure their loans, the last thing banks want is for a borrower to default, forcing them to sell the
collateral (often at "fire sate" prices) and use the proceeds to pay off the loan. Thai's why
bankers stress cash flow when analyzing a loan request, especially for a business start-up.
"Cash is more important than your mother," jokes one experienced borrower.59
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Short-Term Loans

Short-term loans, extended for less than one year, are the most common type of commercial
loan banks make to small companies. These funds typically are used to replenish the working
capital account to finance the purchase of more inventory, boost output, finance credit sales to
customers, or take advantage of cash discounts As a result, an owner repays the loan after con-
verting inventory and receivables into cash. There are several types of short-term loans.

COMMERCIAL LOANS (OR TRADITIONAL. BANK LOANS). A basic short-term loan is the
commercial bank's specialty. business owners use commercial loans for a specific
expenditure—to buy a particular piece of equipment or to make a specific purchase, and terms
usually require repayment as a lump sum within three to six months. Two types of commercial
loans exist: secured and unsecured. A secured loan is one in which the borrower's promise to
repay it aecured by givtng the hank au. interest in some asset tcollaterai). Although secured
loans give banks a safety cushion in case the borrower defaults on the loan, they are much more
expensive to administer and maintain. With an unsecured loan, the hank grants a loan to a busi-
ness owner without requiring him to pledge any specific collateral to support the loan in case of
default. Until a small business is able to prove its financial streneth tit hank's satisfaction, it
will probably not qualify for an unsecured commercial loan. For both secured and unsecured
commercial loans, an owner is expected to repa y the total amount of the loan at maturity.
Sometimes the interest due on the loan is prepaid- ..deducted from the total amount borrowed.

LINES OF CREDIT. One of the most common requests entrepreneurs make of banks is to estab-
lish a line of credit, a short-term loan with a preset limit that provides much-needed cash flow
for day--to-da y operations. With an approved line of credit, a business owner can borrow up to the
pre.detern'rrrredcelitog at arty ttme durrng the year quickly ana cc,nveriie.irii y b uIting himself 
loan. Banks set up lines of credit that are renewable for anywhere from 90 days to several years,
and they usually limit the open line of credit to 40 to 50 percent of a firm's present working cap-
ital, although they will lend more for highly seasonal businesses. Bankers may require a com-
pany to rest its line of credit during the year, maintaining a zero balance, as proof that the line of
credit is not a perpetual crutch. Like commercial loans, lines of credit can he secured or unse-
cured. A business typically pays a smait handling fee (I to 2 percent of the maximum amount of
credit) plus interest on the amount borrowed--usually prime plus three points or more.

Table l24 dess rjhe the five most common reasons bankers reject small business loan appli-
cations and how to avoid them.

FLOOR PLANNING. Floor planning is a form of financing frequently employed by retail-
ers of big-ticket items that are easily dislirtguishahle from one another itisually by serial nurn-
bet'), such as automobiles, boats, and major appliances. For example, a commercial hank
linarces Auto City's purchase of its inventory of automobiles and maintains a securit y interest
in each car in the order by holding its title as collateral. Auto City pays interest on the loan
monthl y and repays the principal as it sells the cars. The longer a floor-planned item sits in
inventory, the more it costs the business owner in interest expense Banks and other floor plan-
net's often discourage retailers front their mone y without authori ration by performing
spto cheeks to verify prompt repayment of the principal as items are sold.

Intermediate and Long-Term Loans

Bank, primaril y are lenders of short-term capital to small husinesss, although they will make
Certain intermediate and long-term loans. Intermediate and long-term loans, which arc nor-
rnally secured liv collateral, are extended fr one year or longer and are normally used to
increase fixed- and growth-capital balances Smaii companies often face a greater challenge
qualnly ing for iritermedtate and long-term loans because ol the. oorased rtsk to which they
expose the hank. Commercial banks grant these loans for construcnirng it plant, purchasing real
estate and estuipirierit. expandins a business, and other long-trim investment's. I nan repay-
meiit'5 are normall y made monthly or quarterl y . One of the insist es,nimon types ti intermediate
buns is an installment loan, which banks make to small firms for purchasing equipment, facil-
ties, real estate, and other fixed assets. When financing equipment, a hank usually lends the

Sriitsil business from ho to 51) percent of the equipment's value in return for a securit y interest in

line oi credit—a short-term
beak loan with a p msen 15,-lt thot
provides working copstth for day'
to-day operomions.
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Reason I. "Our bank doesn't make small business loam." Cure: Before applying for a bank loan,
research banks to find out which ones actively seek the type of loan you need. Some banks don't emphasize
loans under $500,000, whereas others focus sb'noat excluthesly on man company lOna.Th. Small Business
Administration's reports, M .Buaiasess .Fraeandb,' Banks in the United States and Smog 8asaneus Lending in the United
States. are valuable resources for locating the banks in yew area, that are most likely to make small business
loins.

Reason 2. "I don't know enough about you or your business." Cure: Develop a detailed business plan
that explains what your company does (or will do) and describes how you will gain a competitive edge over
your rivals. Also be prepared to supply business credit references and a personal credit history.

Reason 3. "You hsaeen't told me why you need the money." Cure: A solid business plan will explain
how much money you need and how you plan to use it Make sure your request in speclflt;avoid requests for
loans 'for working carnal" Don't moiee rhs mir.ak, ' answe:nz rho uc;tion,"t Lv. Ilmi, rnoney do you
need)" with "How nsiach will you lend mne?

Reason 4. "Your numbers don't support your loan request." Cure: include a cash flow forecast in your
business plan. Bankers analyze a company's balance sheet and income statement to judge the quality of its
assets and its profitability, but bankers lend primarily on the basis of cash flow.They know that's how vooll
repay the loan. If adequate cash flow isn't available, don't expect a loan, Prove to the banker that you knew
what your company's cash Bow is and how to manage it

The Six Most Common Reasons

Bankers Reject Small Business

Loan Applications (and How You

Can Avoid Them)

Sources Adapted from Anne Field,
'Getting the Bank tnYea' Sstcms, May
1999, pp 67-71 j 'lol Broorn, Jr. How

to C,,, a Yea' from Your Banker.
MeSon, Bauness. April 1996. p 37

Reason S. "You don't have enough collateral." Core: Be prepared to pledge your company's assets—and
perhaps your personal assets—as collateral for the loan. Bankers to have the security of collateral before
they make a losn.They also expect more than $1 in collateral for e'.'ery $I of money they lend. Banks typically
lend 80 to 90 percent of the value of real estate, 70 to 80 percent of the value of accounts receivable, and just
10 to 50 percea5,t of the value of inventory pl.aiged at

Reason 6. "Your business does not support the losss on its own." Core: Be prepared to pro'ides
personal guarantee on the loan. By doing so. your, telling the banker that If your business cannot repay the
loan, you will. Many bankers see their small business clients and their companies as one and the saint. Even if
you choose a form of ownership thee provides you with limited personal liability, most bankers will ask you to
override that protection by personally guaranteeing the loan.

There's no magic no getting a bank to approve your iOSfl requeat.The secret is proper preparation and building
a solid business plan that enhances your credibility as a business owner with your banker. Use your plan to
prove that you have what it takes to survive and thrive.

the equiplilent. The loan's amortization schedule, which is based on a set number of monthly

payments, typically coincides with the length of the equipment's usable life. In financing real

estate (commercial mortgages), banks typically will lend up to 75 to 80 percent of the prop-
.......................... ........ 	 erty 's value and will allow a lengthier repayment schedule of 10 to 30 years.

term loan—a bank loan that	 Another common type of loan banks male to small businesses is a term loan. Typically
imposes restrictions (covenants)	 unsecured, banks grant these loans to businesses whose past operating history suggests a high
on the business decisions on	 probability of repayment. Some banks make only secured term loans, however. Term loans
entrepreneur makes concerning	 impose restrictions (called covenants) on the business decisions an entrepreneur makes con-
the company's operations. cernirag the company's operations. For instance, a term loan may set limits on owners' salaxies,

prohibit further borrowing without the bunk's approval, or maintain certain financial ratios

(recall the discussion of ratio analysis in Chapter 10). Entrepreneurs must understand all of the

terms attached to term loans before accepting them.

Nonbank Sources of Debt Capital

Although they are usually the first stop for entrepreneurs in search of debt capital, banks are not

the Only lending gasise in town. We now turn our attention to other sources of debt capital that

entrepreneurs can tap to feed their cash-hungry companies.

ASSET-BASED LENDERS Asset-based lenders, which are usually smaller commercial banks,

commercial finance companies, or specialty lenders, allow small businesses to borrow money

by pledging otherwise idle assets such as accounts receivable, inventory, or purchase orders as
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collateral. This form of financing works especially well for manufacturers, wholesalers, dis-
tributors, and other companies with significant stocks of inventory or accounts receivable. Even
unprofitable companies whose financial statements could not convince loan officers to make
traditional loans can get asset-based loans. These cash-poor but asset-rich companies can use
normally unproductive assets—accounts receivable, inventory, fixtures, and purchase Orders—
to finance rapid growth and the cash crises that often accompany it.

Like banks, asset-based lenders consider a company's cash flow, but they are more interested
in the quality of the assets pledged as collateral. The amount a small business can borrow
through assct-based lending depends on the advance rate, the percentage of an asset's value that
a lender will lend. For example, a company pledging $100,000 of accounts receivable might
negotiate a 70 percent advance rate and qualify for a $70,000 asset-based loan. Advance rates
can vary dramatically depending on the quality of the assets pledged and the lender. Because
inventory is an illiquid nset N P ., hard to sell), the a&,'aice rate on	 is
low, usually 10 percent to 50 percent. A business pledging high-quality accounts receivable as
collateral, however, may be able to negotiate up to an 85 percent advance rate. The most com-
mon types of asset-based financing are discounting accounts receivable and inventory financing.

DISCOUNTING ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE. The most common form of secured credit is
accounts receivable financing. Under this arrangement, a small business pledges its accounts
receivable as collateral; in return, the lender advances a loan against the value of approved

accounts receivable. The amount of the loan tendered is not equal to the face value of the accounts
receivable, however. Even though the bank screens the firm's accounts and accepts only qualified
receivables, it makes an allowance for the risk involved because some will be written off as uncol-
lectible. A small business usually can borrow an amount equal to 55 to 80 percent of its receiv-
ables, depending on their quality. Generally, lenders will not accept r'eivnhles that are past due.

Many commercial finance companies engage in accounts receivable financing.

advance rate—the percentage
of an asset's value that a lender
wilt lend.

Kyle Jodice, founder of Milnucorp, a small distributor of products ranging from Hula- j

Hoops to tank parts, uses accounts receivable financing from Action Capital, a commercial

finance compan y in Atlanta, to get the cash he needs to purchase inventory. Action Capital
advances money based on Milnucorp's accounts receivable. After Action Capital collects
payment from Milnucorp's customers, typically within 4010 6o days, the commercial -

finance company remits the payments to Jodice after subtracting the amount of the loan and

the interest It charges.

INVENTORY FINANCING. Here, a small business loan is secured by the company's inven-

tory of raw materials, work in process, and finished goods. If an owner defaults on the loan, the
lender can claim the pledged inventory, sell it, and use the proceeds to satisfy the loan (assum-
ing the bank's claim is superior to the claims of other creditors). Because inventory usually is
not a highly liquid asset and its value can be difficult to determine, lenders are willing to lend
only a portion of its worth, usually no more than 50 percent of the inventory's value. Most
asset-based lenders avoid inventory-only deals: they prefer to make loans backed by inventory
and more secure accounts receivable.

David LaTorre, CFO of Design Resource Group International, used inventory financing to
enable his company to land a contract with a large multinational corporation to install a com-
plete affice furnishing system. Design Resource Groups rapid growth was stretching its capital
base, and rraduzionalfinancing sources such as banks were hesitant to lend to a small company -

without an estabjished record of success. LaTorre turned to Westgate Financial Corporation, a
company specialiaing in asset-based financing. for help. Pledging the purchase order from the
multinational corporation as collateral, LaTorre negotiated a loan from Westgate that enabled -

it to purchase the necessary inventory and complete the job. When the multinational corpora-

tion paid the invoice, LaTorre repaid the loan out of the proceeds. 61	 -

Asset-based financing is a powerful tool. A small business that could obtain a $1 million line
of credit with a bank would be able to borrow as much as $3 million by using accounts receiv-
able as collateral, it is also an efficient method of borrowing because a small business owner
has the money he needs when he needs it. In other words, the business 'pays only for the capital

it actually nees1 arid like,.
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To ensure the quality of the assets supporting the loans they make, lenders must monitor bor-
rowers' assets, perhaps as often as once a month, making paperwork requirements on these
loans intimidating, especially to first-time bonowers. Also, asset-based loans are more expen-
sive than traditional bank loans because of the cost of originating and maintaining them and the
higher risk involved. Rates usually run from two to seven percentage points above the prime
rate. Because of this rate differential, small business owners should not use asset-based loans
over the long term; their goal should be to establish their credit through asset-based financing
and then to move up to a line of credit.

Trade Credit

Because of its ready availability, trade credit is an extremely important source of financing to
most entrepreneurs. When banks refuse to lend money to a start-up business because they see it
as a bad credit risk, an entrepreneur may he. Alp to turn to trade credit for capital. Geitiug ven-
dors to extend credit in the form of delayed payments (for example, "net 30" credit terms) usu-
ally is much easier for small businesses to obtain than bank financing. Essentially, a company
receiving trade credit from a supplier is getting a short-term, interest-free loan for the amount
of the goods purchased.

It iN nu surprise that businesses receive three dollars of credit from suppliers for every two
dollars they receive from banks as loans. 62 Vendors and suppliers often are willing to finance a
small business's purchases of goods from 30 to 60 days, interest free.

For instance, Gus Walboldt, owner of AMCAL, a fine-art publishing company, uses supplier
financing as an integral part of his company's 20-year growth plan. Because calendars repre-
.:enr a larie f'o'lIon of 4MC4.L '. saks, its busines5 Li highly seasonal, which creates siQnifica,,r

•	 cash now problems, 'We would spend half the year flush with cash [and the other halfJ cash- -
	 poor," says Walboldt. Vvislboldg worked our a financing arrangement with the companies that

print the calendars. AMCAL pays the printers' labor and material costs when the calendars ate
printed during the summer months and then covers their profit margins when its cash flow

_s wells in the fall.63

Ihe key to maintaining trade credit as a source of funds is establishing a consistent and reli-
able payment history with every vendor.

Equipment Suppliers

Most equipment vendors encourage business owners to purchase their equipment by offering to
finance the purchase. This method of financing is similar to trade credit but with slightly differ-
ent terms. Usually, equipment vendors offer reasonable credit terms with only a modest down
payment with the balance financed over the life of the equipment (often several years). In some
cases, the vendor will repurchase equipment for salvage value at the end of its useful life and
offer the business owner another credit agreement on new equipment. Some companies get
equipment loans to lease rather than to purchase fixed assets. Start-up companies often use
trade credit from equipment suppliers to purchase equipment and fixtures such as counters, dis-
play cases, refrigeration units, machinery, and the like. It pays to scrutinize vendors' credit
terms, however; they may be less attractive than those of other lenders.

Commercial Finan ce Companies

When denied hank loans, small business owners often look to commercial finance companies
for the same types of loans. Commercial finance companies are second only to banks in mak-
ing loans to small butinesses and, unlike thejs cunservajive counterparts, are willing to tolerate
more risk in their loan portfolios. Of coune, their primary consideration is collecting their
loans, but finance companies tend to rely more on obtaining a security interest in some type of
collateral, given the higher-risk loans that make up their portfolios. Because commercial
finance companies depend on collateral to recover most of their losses, they do not require the
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complete financial projections of future operations that most banks do. However, this does not
mean that they do not carefully evaluate a company's financial position before making a loan.

Approximately 150 large commercial finance companies such as AT&T Small Business
Lending, GE Capital Small Business Finance, and others make a variety of loans to small com-
panies, ranging from asset-based loans and business leases to construction and Small Business
Administration loans. Dubbed "the Wal-Marts of finance," commercial finance companies usu-
ally offer many of the same credit options as commercial banks do. However, because their
loans are subject to more risks, finance companies charge a higher interest rate than commer-
cial banks (usually at least prime plus 4 percent). Their most common methods of providing
credit to small businesses are asset-based--accounts receivable financing and inventory loans.
Specific rates on these loans vary but can be as high as 20 to 30 percent (including fees),
depending on the risk a particular business presents and the quality of the assets involved.

I" addition toshort-term flnancin; for small basirics;cs, commercial fiuiam.c .uapunics also
extend intermediate and long-term loans for real estate and fixed assets.

When Anna Kinney wanted to build a new building to house her metal fabrication business,
AMK Manufacturing, 20 banks rejected her loan application, even though she owned all of
the equipment in her company and had a track record of success. Kinney then turned to Allied
Capital, a Washington DC–based commercial finance company, that quickly approved a 25-
year loan for $300,000 backed by a guarantee from the Small Business Administration.M

Savings and Loan Associations

Savings and loan associations (S&Ls) specialias in loans for real property. JO addition to their
traditional role of providing mortgages for personal residences, savings and loan associations
offer financing on commercial and industrial property. In the typical commercial or industrial
loan, the S&L will lend up to 80 percent of the property's value with a repayment schedule of
up to 30 years. Minimum loan amounts are typically $50,000, but most S&Ls hesitate to lend
money for buildings specially designed for a particular customer's needs. S&Ls expect the
mortgage to be repaid from the firm's future profits.

Stock Brokerage Houses

Stockbrokers are getting into the lending business, too, and many of them offer loans to their
customers at lower interest rates than banks. These margin loans carry lower rates because the
collateral supporting them--the stocks and bonds in the customer's portfolio—is of high qual-
ity and is highly liquid. Moreover, brokerage firms make it easy to borrow. Usually, brokers set
up a line of credit for their customers when they open a brokerage account. To tap that line of
credit, the customer simply writes a check or uses a debit card. Typically, there is no fixed
repayment schedule for a margin loan; the debt can remain outstanding indefinitely, as long as
the market value of the borrower's portfolio of collateral meets minimum requirements.
Aspiring entrepreneurs can borrow up to 50 percent of the value of their stock portfolios, up to
70 percent of their bond portfolios, and up to 90 percent of the value of their government secu-
rities. For example, one woman borrowed $60,000 to buy equipment for her New York health
club, and a St. Louis doctor borrowed $1 million against his brokerage account to help finance
a medical clinic.65

There is risk involved in using stocks and bonds as collateral on a loan. Brokers typically
require a 30 percent cushion on margin loans. If the value of the borrower's portfolio drops, the
broker can make a margin call—that is, the broker can call the loan in and require the borrower
to provide more cash and securities as collateral. Recent swings in the stock market have trans-
lated into margin calls for many entrepreneum . requiring them !o repay a tignifleant portion of
their loan balances within a matter of days—or hours. If an account lacks adequate collateral,
the broker can sell off the customer's portfolio to pay off the Loan.

Over the past two decades, stock brokers have been adding traditional loans to their
line of small business financial services, but start-up companies .rarely meet their strin-
gent standards. For established companies, however, these loans can be an important
source of funds.

margin loans—loans from
stockbrokers that use the stocks
and bonds in the borrower's
portfolio as collateral.

margin call—occurs when the
value of a borrower's portfolio
drnpq and the broker coYs th e
loon in, requiring the borrower to
put up more cash and securities
as collateral.
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- Kevin Nikkhoo, founder of VertexSyst.e,ns Inc., a $10 million-a-year technology consulting firm,
negotiated a small business loan from Morgan Stanley to finance the company's rapid growth. After
negotiating with banks and other potential sources offunds. NjkJdtOO decided to go with Morgan
Stanley because it offered better terms and the potential to provide more fwiding as Vertex grew,

Insurance Companies

For many small businesses, life insurance companies can be an important source of business
capital. Insurance companies offer two basic types of loans: policy loans and mortgage loans.

policy loan—a loon insurance	 Policy loans are extended on the basis of the amount of money paid through premiums into the
companies make on the basis of	 insurance policy. It usually takes about two years for an insurance policy to accumulate enough
the amount of money a customer cash surrender value to justify a loan against it. Once he accumulates cash value in a policy, an
has Paid into a poky in the fbtrn entrepreneur may borrow up to 95 percent of that value for any length of time. Interest is levied
of brem,um 

annually, but borrowers can defer repayment indefinitely. However, the amount of insurance
coverage is reduced by the amount of the loan. Policy loans typically offer very favorable inter-
est rates, often at or below prevailing loan rates at banks and other lending institutions. Only
insurance policies that build cash value—that is, combine a savings plan with insurance
ccn'crage—offer the option of borrowing. Thcsc include whole We (permanent insurance), vari-
able life, universal life, and many corporate-owned life insurance policies. Term life insurance,
which offers only pure.insurance coverage, has no borrowing capacity.

mortgage loan--a loan	 Insurance companies make mortgage loans on a long-term basis on real property worth a
insurance companies make on a	 minimum of $500,000. They are based primarily on the value of the real property being pur-
long-term basis for real property	 chased. The insurance company will extend a loan of up to 75 or 80 percent of the real estate's
worth at least $300,000.

	

	 value and will allow a lengthy repayment schedule over 25 or 30 years so that payments do not
strain the firm's cash flows excessIvely.

Credit Unions

credit union --- nonprofit	 Credit unions, nonprofit financial cooperatives that promote saving and provide loans to their
financial cooperative that	 members, are best known for making consumer and car loans. However, many are also willing
Promotes saving and provides	 to lend money to their members to launch businesses. More than 10,000 federally and state-
loans to its members,

	

	 chartered credit unions operate in the United States, and they make loans to their members
totaling more than $172 billion a year, many of them for the purpose of starting a business.67

Credit unions don't make loans tojust anyone to qualify for a loan, an entrepreneur must be
a member. Lending practices at credit unions are very much like those at banks, but they usu-
ally are willing to make smaller loans. Entrepreneurs around the globe are turning to credit
unions to finance their businesses, sometimes borrowing tiny amounts of money.

When Joseph Ogwal, a refugee of war-torn Sudan, arrived in South Africa, he had nothing -
literally. Ogwal, who has a degree in electronics engineering, wanted to start his own business
to earn enough money to bring his family to South Africa, so he turned to the Cape Metropole
South African Credit Co-Operative (SACCO) for a small loan. With his $115 loan, Ogwal
launched a consumer electronics repair business that already is earning a profit. With another
loan from the credit union, he plans to expand his business, launching a training center for
repair rechnicians,

n- .- -1-IJ*JI US

Bonds, which are corporate IOUs, have always been a popular source of debt financing for
large companies. Few small business owners realize that they can also tap this valuable source
of capital. Although the smallest businesses are not viable candidates for issuing bonds, a grow-
ing number of small companies are finding the funding they need through bonds when banks
and other lenders say no. Because of the costs involved, issuing bonds usually is best suited for
companies generating sales between $5 million and $30 million and have capital requirements
between $1.5 million and $10 milliotiMthough they can help small companies raise much-
needed capital, bonds have certaia ..disiidvahtages. The issuing company must follow the same
regulations that govern businesses selling stock to public investors. Even if the bond issue is
private, the company must register the offering and file periodic reports with the SEC.
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Small manufacturers needing money for fixed assets have access to an attractive, relatively
inexpensive source of funds in industr

i
al development bonds (lDBs), which were created to

give manufacturers access to capital at rates lower than they could get from traditional lenders.

In 1999, Congress created the mini-bond program, which allows small companies to issue

bonds through a streamlined application process and lower fees. Typically, the amount of

money small companies issuing IDBs seek to raise is at least Si million but some small manu-

facturers have raised as little as $500,000 using IDBs. Even though the paperwork and legal

costs associated with making an 1DB issue can run up 102 to 3 percent of the financing amount,
that is a relative bargain for borrowing long-tenit money at a fixed interest rate.

After using bank loans for mans' years to finance his compan y 's capital needs, Ned Goirennar.,
co-owner of Goltermazi & Sabo, a small bu ilding materials company, decided to issue mini-
bonda. Not only was Golrermen able to avoid much of the contp/icaiee/ paper-work associated with
a rvpicol bond issue, but lie also managed to get long-term financing for his company at a rate two
percentage points below ilw best hank loan rare he could find astdtlsvo,alrIc repa yment renns.

Private Placements

Earlier in this chapter. we saw how companies can raise capital by making private placements of
their stock equity). Private placements are also available for debt instruments. A private place-

ntent involves selling debt to one or c small number of investors. usually insurance companies or
pension funds. Private placement debt is a h ybrid between a conventional loan and a bond. At its
heart, it is a bond, but its terms are tailored to the borrower's individual needs, as a loan would be.

Privately placed securities offer several advantages over standard bank loatts First, the y usually
carry fixed ,nt'rest rates rather than the satiable rater banks often charge. Second, tIIC rnatus'itv of
private placements is longer than most batik loans: 15 years rather than five. Pris ate placements do
not require hiring expensive investment bankers. Finall y, because private inc,tor. can afford to
take greater risks than banks, they are willing to finance deals fot fledgling small companies.

Small Business Investment Companies (SBICs)

Small Business Investment Companies (SBICs), created in 195 1s; when Congress passed the
Small Busins licvcslment Act, are privately owned financial institutions that are licensed and
regulated by the SBA. Their function is to use a combination of private capital and federally

guaranteed debt toprovide long-term capital to small businesses. There are two types of SBiCs:
regular SBlC, and specialized SBICs (SSBIC5). More than 100 SSRICs provide credit and
capital to small businesses that are at least 51 percent owned by minorities and socially or eco-
nomically disadvantaged people. Since their inception in 1969, SSBIC5 have helped finance
nearly 25.000 minority-owned companies with investments totaling $2.34 billion Most

SBICs prefer later-round financing over funding raw start-ups. Because of changes in their

financial structure made a few years ago, however. SBiCs now are better equipped to nisest in

start-up companies. In fact, about 55 percent of SB1C insestments go to companies that ate no
more than three years old . 'tt Funding from SBICs helped launch companies such as Apple
Computer. Federal Express. .Staples, Sun Microsystems, and Callaway Golf.

See 1960, SIIICs have provided more than $34 billion in lon g-term debt and equity financ-
ing to some 105.000 small businesses, adding litany thousand.s of jobs to the American econ -
om y.' Both SBICs and SSBlCs must he capttaltzed privately with a minimum of 55 Uio te

$10 million, at which point they qualify for up to three dollars in long-term SBA loans for every

dollar of private capital invested in small businesses. As a general rule, both SBICs and SSBICs

mas provide financial assistance only to small businesses with a net worth of less than $18 million

and average after-tax earnings of $6 million during their past two years. However, employment
and total aimsj a!es standards .-a,-, from industry to industry. S13105 are tisited ju a 111UXIIIJUm

investment or loan amount of 20 percent of their private capital to a single client. whet-ca'; SSBICs
may lend or i n vest up to 30 percent of their private capital in a single small business

SBICs provide both debt and equity financing to small busittesses. Because of SBA regu-

lations affecting the financing arrangements art SBIC can offer, most SBICs cstcnd their
iri vestit)ents as l oan s with art to convert the debt instrument into an e1IiiV interest
later. Most SBIC loans are in the much-needed range of $100000 and 35 dIjon. and the

Small Business 1nvstment
Companies (SlCe)-
privately owned financial

institutions that are licensed and
regulated by the SA they use a
combination of private and public
funds to provide long-term capital
to small businesses.
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loan term is longer than most banks allow. The average SBIC loan is $664,200.
73 When they

make equity investments. SI3ICs are prohibited from obtaining a controlling interest in the
companies in which they invest (no more than 49 percent ownership). The average SBIC
equity investment is $1.13 million, far below the average equity investment by venture capi-

tal firms of $12 million. 74 The most common forms of SBIC financing (in order of their fre-
quency) are a loan with an option to buy stock, a convertible debenture, a straight loan, and

preferred stock.

Outback Steakhouse, a highl y successful restaurant chain based on an Australian theme,

received earivfinancingfrorn an SBJC, Kitty Hawk Capita!!. that allowed it to grow. In 5990,

Outback had been in business less than three years when the SBIC decided to invest $151,000

to boost the compan y 's working capital balance, That capital infusion gave Outback the finane-

iou it needed to get n the' ne	 The compan y made en in1sal pu/s/ic oji,irmg ;If i991 Una

_today generates vales of more than $2.5 billion a year275

Outback Steakhouse, which now has locations around the globe, truly is a success story for

the SBIC industry.

Small Business Lending Companies (SBLC5)

Small Business Lendthg Companies (SBLCs) make only intermediate and long-term SBA-
guaranteed loans. They specialize in loans that many banks would not consider and operate on
a nationwide basis. For instance, most SBL.0 loans have terms extending for at least 10 years.
The inaxiinurn interest rate for loans of seven years or longer is 2.75 percent above the prime

rate for shorter-term loans. the ccfltng iv 225 percent above prtn.e. Another feature of SBLC

loans is the expertise the SBLC offers borrowing companies in critical areas.

SBLC s also screen potential investors carefully, and most of their, specialize in particular

industries. The result is it bait default rate of roughly 4 percent. Corporations own most of

the nation's SBLCs. gising them a solid capital base.

FEDERALLY SPONSORED PROGRAMS
edetalk sponsored lending programs have simliered front budget reductions in the past

'c'eral years. Current trends suggest that the federal government is reducing its involve-
went in the lending business, but many programs are still quite active and some are

c'tttailv growing,

6. ldet	 the various
federal loan program
aimed at small
c-s.

Economic Development Administration (EDA)

The Economic De'.eloptiient Administration, a branch of the Commerce Department, offers
loan guarantees to create new business and to expand existing businesses in areas with
below-average income and high unemplo y ment. Focusing on economically distressed com-

munities, the EDA finances long-term investment projects needed to stimulate economic
growth and to create jobs Is', making loan guarantees. The EDA guaxanlecs loans tip to 80
percent of business loans between S750.O()O and Sib million. Entrepreneurs apply for loans
through private lenders, for whom an EDA loan guarantee significantly reduces the risk of
lending Start-up companies n1ut supply IS percent of the guaranteed amount in the form

of equit y , and established businesses must make equity investments of at least 15 percent of
the guaranteed amount. Small businesses can use the loan proceeds in a variety of ways,
including supplementing working capital and purchasing equipment to buying land and ren-
ovating buildings.

EDA business loans are designed to help replenish economically distressed areas by crc-
amino or expanding small businesses that provide employment opportunities in local commu-
nities. To qualify for a loan the business must be located in the disadvantaged area, and its
presence must directly benefit local residents. Sonic communities experiencing high unem-
plovtfleflt or suffering from the effects of devastating natural disasters have received EDA

Revolving Loan Fund (irants to create cciii pools for local small businesses.
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Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

HUD sponsors several loan programs to assist qualified entrepreneurs in raising needed capital.
The Community Development Block Grants (CDBGs) are extended to cities and counties that,
in turn, lend or grant money to entrepreneurs to start small businesses that will strengthen the
local economy. Grants are aimed at cities and towns in need of revitalization and economic
stimulation- Some grants are used to construct buildings and plants to be leased to entrepre-
neurs, sometimes with an option to buy. Others are earmarked for revitalizing a crime-ridden
area or making start-up loans to entrepreneurs or expansion loans to existing business owners.
No ceilings or geographic limitations are placed on CDBG loans and grants, but projects must
benefit low- and moderate-income families.

The city of Wichita, Kansas, and Cessna Aircraft Company used the loan guarantee provision

of the CDBG ,nroyrarn no pun'hoss' " ----'ge tracr in a troubled neig.'.brhood ar4 to s uovarr ii.
They built the Cessna Learning Work Complex, which included a light assembly factory and a

training/day care center for Cessna trainees from the local area. The renovation stimulated
investments in the community, including a new bank, a library, a senior citizens center and a

housing complex. 76	 -

HUD also makes loans to small businesses through its Enterprise Community Loan
Program, including microloans (up to $15,000), façade loans (up to $50,000 for exterior
improvements to buildings), and commercial revitalization loans (up to $50,(X)O for purchasing
fixed assets or for working capital).

U.S. Department of Agriculture's Rural usines'Cooperative Service

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) provides financial assistance so certain small
businesses through its Rural business-Cooperative Service (RBS). The RBS program is open to
all types of businesses (not just farms) and is designed to create noafarni employment opportu-
nities in rural areas—those with populations below 50,000 and not adjacent to a city where den-
sities exceed 100 people per square mile. Entrepreneurs in many small towns, especially those
with populations below 25,000, are eligible to apply for loans through the RBS program, which
makes almost $900 million in loan guarantees each yeas.

The RBS does make a limited number of direct loans to small businesses, but the majorit y of
its activity is in loan guarantees. Through its Business and Industry Guaranteed Loan Program,
the RBS will guarantee as much as 90 percent of a bank's loan up to $25 million (although
actual guarantee amounts are almost always far less) for qualified applicants. Entrepreneurs
apply for loans through private lenders, who view applicants with loan guarantees much more
favorably than those without such guarantees. The RJ3S guarantee reduces a lender's oak dra-
matically because the guarantee means that the government agency would pay off the loan bal-
ance (up to the ceiling) if the entrepreneur defaults on the loan.

To make a loan guarantee, the RBS requires much of the same documentation as most banks
and most other loan guarantee programs. Because of its emphasis on developing employment
in rujLii areas, the RBS requires an environmental-impact statement describing the jobs created
and the effect the business has on the area. The Rural Business-Cooperative Sets ice also makes
grants j•.ailable no businesses and communities (or the purpose of encouraging small business

development and growth.

Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program

Started as a pilot program by the National Science Foundation in the 1970s. the SBIR program
has expanded to 1) federal agencies, ranging from NASA to the Department of Detente. These
agencies award cash grants or long-term contracts to small companies wanting to initiate Otto
expand their research and development (R&D) efforts. SBIR grants give innovative small com-
panies the opportunit y to attract early-stage capital investments nit/iou! having to give up sig-
nificant equity stakes or taking on burdensome levels of debt. The SBIR process involves three
phases. Phase I grants, which determine the feasibility and commercial potential ol a technol'

or product, last C 	 to six months and have a ceiiiug 1 ',100.006. Phase ii grants.
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YOU Be the
Consultant.
Two Financing Puzzles

CREATIVE CAPITAL
Lissa D'Aquaoni's candy-making business, The Chocolate
Gecko, bad humble beginnings but a great deal of promise.
After working as an executive for several nonprofit organi-
et'hons, DAquann decided to gointo bu mesa for herself
and launched her company from the basement of her
Albany. New York, home. When her home-based com-
pany's sales climbed to $44,000. DAquanni decided it was
time to lease the neighborhood behind and move into a
location that could support her plans for growth. Just three
blocks away from her home, she found an older building for
sale that was in need of renovation and repair. She
approached traditional lenders for help financing the

300,000 project, but without a proven track record and no
collateral to speak of. they refused. They urged D'Aquanni
to consider renting the building rather than buying it.
D'Aquaam's plans called for hi to purchase the building,
and she wasn't backing down just because of a setback in
financing.

DAquanni had faced challenges attracting capital
before, bu t she had gotten the funding she needed by being
creative. For instance, shortly after she had launched her
business, D'Aquanni needed $5,000 to purchase molds and
a temperer so she could meet demand for the upcoming
Christmas season. Recalling a strategy she had read about
in a small business magazine, she sold discounted gift cer-
tificates to her customers. For every $100 in gift certificates
her customers bought. DAquaiini offered $25 worth of free
chocolates. Within two weeks, she had raised the $5,000
she needed to purchase the supplies. An unanticipated ben-
efit of her capital-raising strategy was a broader customer
base. "A lot of folks mailed them as gift certificates to
friends, family, and co-workers, and most of those people
ordered chocolates," she says. 'In conserve cash in her busi-
ness, DAquanni also barters for goods and services when
she can. Both her accountant and her Web site designer take
chocolates rather than cash as payment for their services.

D'Aquanni knows that most likely she will have to
resort to another creative financing strategy to come up
with the money she needs to purchase and renovate the
building to house her growing business.

STALLED OUT
John Acosta is frustrated because his business, Jolly
Technologies, has stalled for a lack of capital. Acosta
invented a garage door opener that installs on motorcycles
in just minutes and has invested more than $30,000 of his
own money in the company since founding it in 1998. To
dac, he has tnroiagcd to seii more than SU.OUO worth of
the openers at $40 each through magazine ads, from the
company's Web site, and at motorcycle shows. Acosta esti-
mates that he needs $100,000 to fine-tune the product and
market it effectively,

Like Lissa D'Aquanni. Acosta has run into dead ends
seeking financing through traditional financing sources.
Financial advisors have suggested that Acosta sell the com-
pany to someone with the financial resources to develop
and market the product Otto give majority control to dis-
tributors in return for using their established marketing
channels. Acosta refuses to consider those options. "I don't
want to relinquish power," he says. "t want to make this
company work,"

1. Describe the advantages and the disadvantages of both
equity capital and debt capital for Lissa DAquahni and
John Acosta.

2. Explain why the following funding sources would or
would not be appropriate for these entrepreneurs: family
and friends, angel investors, an initial public offering, a tra-
ditional bank loan, asset-based borrowing, or one of the
many federal or SBA loans,

3. Work with a team of your classmates to brainstorm ways
that Lissa D'Aquanrii and John Acosta could attract the
capital they need for their businesses. What steps would
you reconiinerid they take before they approach the poten-
tial sources of funding you have identified?

Soioree Adapted from Crystal Detaroore-Rodmaji, "Out on a Limb,"
Eiu,pwnn' B. YO,B., March 2003. pp. 78-83, The Chocolate Gecko.
www.chocolaiegecko.com: Jolly Technologies, www.jollylcc.com .

Ucaincd tote dip ific concept into a specific technulog or product, run for up to 24 months
with a ceiling of 70.U4i0. Approximately 40 percent of all Phase 11 applicants receive funding.
Phase lii is the cammerciali,ation phase, in which the company pursues commercial applica-
lions of the research and development conducted in Phases land II and roust use private or non-
SB!R federal funding to brine a product to market

CoisT,eiiiil,ii !or SBiR funding is intense: only 12 percent of the small companies that apply
receise funding. So far, more than 36.0(() SUIR awards totaling in excess of $10 billion have
gone to small companies that traditionall y have had difficulty competing with big corporations
101 federal R&D dollars. The gcscrninent's dollars have been well invested. Nearly 40 percent
of mall businesses receiving second-phase S8IR awards have achieved commercial success
with their prodmmi-t ."
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Integrated Systems Inc. of Sunn yvale, California. used SSIR funding to develop technology for

writing embedded software that allowed robots to load munitions safely. The company, whose

stock now trades on the NASDAQ, went on to transfer the technolog y to commercial applica-
tions, including software that controls robots in the auto manufacturing process and intelli-

gent' gas pumps that allow'cu.ctomers to pay at the pump with a credit card. 78

The Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Program

The Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Program complements the Small Business
Innovation Research Program. Whereas the SBIR focuses on commercially promising ideas
that originate in small businesses, the STI'R uses companies to exploit the vast reservoir of
commercially promising ideas that originate in universities, federally funded R&D centers, and
nonprofit research institutions. Researchers at these institutions can Join forces with small busi-
nesses and can spin off commercially promising ideas while remaining employed at their
research institutions. Five federal agencies award grants of up to $500,000 in three phases to
these research partnerships.

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (SBA)

The Small Business Administration (SBA) has several programs designed to help finance
both start-up and existing small companies that cannot qualify for traditional loans because
of their thin asset base and their high risk of failure. In its 50-plus years of operation, the
SBA has helped nearly 20 million small businesses through a multitude of programs.
enabling many of them to get the financing they need for start-up or for growth. —1 lic SBA's
$42 billion loan portfolio makes it the largest single financial backer of small businesses in
the nation 79 To be eligible for SBA funds, a business must meet the SBA's criteria that
define a small business. Also, some types of businesses, such as those engaged in gam-
bling, pyramid sales schemes, or real estate investment, among others, are ineligible for
SBA loans.

The loan application process can take from between three days to several months,
depending on how well prepared the entrepreneur is and which bank is involved. To speed
up processing times, the SBA has established a Certified Lender Program (CLP) and a
Preferred Lender Program (PLP). Both are designed to encourage banks to become frequent
SBA lenders. When a bank makes enough good loans to qualify as a certified lender, the
SBA promises a fast turnaround time for the loan decision—typically three to ten business
days. About 850 lenders across the country are SBA certified lenders. When a bank
becomes a preferred lender, it makes the final lending decision itself, subject to SBA review.
In essence, the SBA delegates the application process, the lending decision, and other
details to the preferred lender. The SBA guarantees up to 75 percent of PLP loans in case the
borrower fails and defaults on the loan. The minimum PLP loan guarantee is S 100.000.
whereas the maximum is $500,000. About 500 lenders across the United States meet the
SBA's preferred lender standards. Using certified or preferred lenders can reduce the pro-
cessing time for an SBA loan considerably.

To further reduce the paperwork requirements involved in its loans, the SBA created the
Low Doe (for low docurnntation") Loan Program, which allows small businesses to use a
simple one-page application for all loan applications. Before the Low Doe Loan Program. a
typical SBA loan application required an entrepreneur to complete at least 10 forms, and the
SBA often took 45 to 90 days to make a decision about an application. Under the Low Doe
Loan Program, response time is just three days.

To qualify for a Low Doe loan, a company must have average sales below S5 million dur-
ing the previous three years and employ fewer than 100 peo p le. Businesses can iise Low'
Doe loans for working capital, machinery, equipment, and real estate. The SBA guarantees
80 percent of loans up to $100,000 and 75 percent of loans over that amount up to the loan
ceiling of S150,000. Borrowers must be willing to provide a personal guarantee for repay-
ment of the loan principal. Interest rates are prime plus 2.75 percent on loans of seven years
or longer and prone plus 2,25 percent on loans of less than seven years. The average Low
,,,v loan IS S79,5VO.

. Dcre the
arlous k"in prms

availatac from die Small

But nets
Admit,istratmo".

Low Doc Loan Program—c
oroprom satiated by the SBA in
on attempt to simplify und
streamline the application
process for small business loans.
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Richard Smith, owner of a it hitewaier rafting business, needed money to expand his 20-year-

old company and to buy new equipment. Smith, however, was hesitant to approach the SBA
because he wanted to avoid "myriads of paperwork." At his banker's urging, Smith decided to
try the Low Doe Loan Program, and within days of submitting his application, he received a
$100,000 loan. 80

Another program designed to streamline the application process for SBA loan guarantees is the
SBA Express Program—on SBA Express Program, in which participating lenders use their own loan procedures and applica.
SM program that allows	 tions to make loans of up to $250,000 to small businesses. Because the SBA guarantees up to 50
participating lenders to use their	 percent of the loan, banks are often more willing to make smaller loans to entrepreneurs who might
own loon procedures to IICkf	 otherwise have difficulty meeting lenders' standards. Loan maturities on SBAEvp,Yss loans typi-SBA-guoranteed loans. 	

cally are between five and ten years. but loan maturities for fixed assets can be up to 25 years.

SBA Lnan Progran

7(A) LOAN GUARANTY PROGRAM. The SBA works with local lenders (both bank and
nonbank) to offer a variety of loan programs all designed to help entrepreneurs who cannot get
capi tal from traditional sources gain access to the financing they need to launch and grow their

cin,7(A) Loan Guaranty	 h0 ....,.c.,,ac, By ,,,, t
h

e most posuiai SBA loan program is the 7(A) Loan Guaranty Program
Program—on SSA loon	 (see Figure 12.4). Private lenders extend these loans to small businesses, but the SBA guaran-
program in which loans mode by	 tees them (80 percent of loans up to $100,000; 75 percent of loans above $100,000 up to the
private lenders to small	 loan guarantee ceiling of $750,000). In other words, the SBA does not actually lend any money;businesses are guaranteed up to	

j merely acts as an insurer, guaranteeing the lender this much repayment in case the borrowera ceiling by the SBA.	
defaults on the loan. Because the SBA assumes most of the credit risk, lenders are more willing
to consider riskier deals that they normally would refuse.

For instance, when their sporrs-equipmeni .bag company, Duck's Bags , began to experience
esplosive growth that outstripped cash flow, Larr y Lee and Dnrci Lee Howerron applied for an
SBA guaranteed loon at their banker's suggestion. The Howertotis have received four SBA
guaranteed loans totaling more than $6o,000, using the loans to move into a larger plan!, buy
new equipment, and hire new workers. With the 58.4 loan guarantees. Buck's Bags' sales have
soared. "The SBA was ver y helpful in getting us through our rapid-growth years." says Lorry
Lee. "I don't know what we would have done without them." 81

Qualifying for an SBA loan guarantee requires cooperation among the entrepreneur, the par-
ticipating bank, and the SBA. The participating bank determines the loan's terms and sets the
interest rate within SBA limits. Contrary to popular belief, SBA-guaranteed loans do not carry
special deals on interest rates. Typically, rates are negotiated with the participating bank, with a

FIGURE 12.4 SM 7(A)	 $140
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.eiling of prime plus 225 percent on loans of less than seven years and prime plus 2.75 percent
on loans of seven to 25 years. Interest rates on loans of less than $25,000 can run up to prime
plus 4.75 percent. The average interest rate on SBA-guaranteed loans is prime plus 2 percent
(compared to prime plus 1 percent on conventional bank loans). The SBA also assesses a one-
time guaranty fee of up to 3.875 percent for all loan guarantees.

The mean loan through the 7(A) guaranty program is $232,500, and the average duration of
an SBA loan is 12 years—longer than the average commercial small business loan. In fact,
longer loan terms are a distinct advantage of SBA loans. At least half of all bank business loans
are for less than one year. By contrast, SBA real estate loans can extend for up to 25 years (com-
pared to just 1010 15 years for a conventional loan), and working capital loans have maturities of
seven years (compared with two to five years at most banks). These longer terms translate into
tower payments, which are better suited for young, fast-growing, cash-strapped companies.

THE CAPLINE PROGRAM. In addition to its basic 7(a) Loan Guaranty Program (through
which the SBA makes about 84 percent of its loans), the SBA provides guarantees on small busi-
ness loans for start-up, real estate, machinery and equipment. fixtures, working capital, export-
ing, and restructuring debt through several other methods. About two-thirds of all SBA's loan
guarantees are for machinery and equipment or working capital. The CAPL1ne Program offers
short-term capital to growing companies needwg to finance seasonal buiidup in inventor'.' Or
accounts receivable under five separate programs, each with maturities up to five years: seasonal
line of credit (provides advances against inventory and accounts receivable to help businesses
weather seasonal sales fluctuations), contract line of credit (Finances the cost of direct labor and
materials costs associated with performing contracts), builder's line of credit (helps small con-
tractors and builders finance labor and materials costs), standard asset-based ltne of credit (an
asset-based revolving line of credit for financing short-term needs), and small asset-based line of
credit (an asset-based revolvIng line of credit up to 200,0O0. CAPLine is ated at helping
cash-hungry small businesses by giving them a credit line to draw on when they need it. These
loans built around lines of credit are what small companies need most because they are so flexi-
ble, efficient, and, unfortunately, so hard for small businesses to get front traditional lenders.

CAPLine Program-an SM
program that makes snort-term
capitol mono to growing
companies needing to finance
seos000l bu.idaps in inventory or
accounts receivable.

LOANS INVOLVING INTERNATIONAL TRADE. For small businesses going global, the
SBA has the Export Working Capital (E%VC) Program, which is designed to provide work- Export Working Capital
ing capital to small exporters. The SBA works in conjunction with the Export-Import Bank to (EWC) Program- -on SBA
administer this loan guarantee program. Applicants file a one-page loan application, and the loots program that is designed to

response time normally is 10 days or less. 'The maximum loan is $1 ,111,111 and proceeds must provide working capitol to small

be used to finance small business exports.	 exporters,

Crown Products Inc., a small company generating more than $16 million in annual sales by
exporting grocery products to more than 70 countries, typifies the small companies that benefit
most from the EWC program. In its earl y years, Crown's retained earnings and its owners
financed the compan y 's growth. But as its growth accelerated, the company's cash needs began
to outstrip its internal funding sources. With the help of the Hibernia National Bank. owners
Kee Lee, Sun Kim. and Jeffrey Teague were able to land a $750,000 line of credit that fiat/cd its

international growth. 82	-

The International Trade Program is for small businesses that are engaging in international International Trade
trade or are adversely affected by competition from imports. The SBA allows global entrepre- Program—on SBA loan

neurs to combine loans from the Export Working Capital Program with those from the program for small businesses that

International Trade Program for a maximum guarantee of $1,250,000. Loan maturities range are engaging i n international

from one to 25 years.	 trade or are adversely affected by

competition from imports.
SECTION 504 CERTIFIED DEVELOPMENT COMPANY PROGRAM. The SBA's Section 504
program is designed to encourage small businesses to expand their facilities and to create
jobs. Section 504 loans provide long-tern, fixed-asset tmnancing to small companies to
purchase land, buildings, or equipment. Three lenders pin', a role in every 504 loan: a
bank, the SBA, and a certified development company (CDC). A CDC is a nonprofit olga-
nization licensed by the SBA and designed to promote economic growth in local commu-
nities. Some 270 CDCs operate across the United States. An entrepreneur generally is
required to make a down payment of just 10 percent of the total project cost. The CDC puts

certified development
rnmpny (CDC--,
nonprofit organization licensed by
the 584 and designed to promote
growth in loco) communities by
working wOh commercial books
and the SBA to make long-term
/eans to small busme;seo.
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up 40 percent at a lung-term fixed rate, supported by an SBA loan guarantee in case the
entrepreneur defaults. The bank provides long-term financing for the remaining 50 per-
cent, also supported by an SBA guarantee. The major advantages of Section 504 loans are
their fixed rates and terms, their 10- and 20-year maturities, and the low down payment
required. The maximum loan amount is $1.3 million.

When Chris Lamm decided to relocate his wholesale seafood business from Oakland's Jack
London Square, his two-year search led him to an ideal site in nearby Hayward, California. His
company, Joe Pucci & Sons Seafood, had grown to 60 employees and needed more space. With
the help of the Capital Access Group, a local development company, Lamm was able to buy a
44,000-square-foot building located on two acres that once housed a Mervyn's department
store. The building was a perfect fit for the seafood company's needs with loading docks, a
large parking lot, and plenty of room to handle the company's expansion. Lamm, who went to
s'ork for the company in 1993 and purchased it in 2001, put down to percent of the cost and
horrdthenaxjp.' ...'n $1.3 million frosi the CDC. .4 loan from a local bank rounded out the
financing package. 83

As attractive as they ale, 504 loans are not for every business owner. The SBA imposes sev-
eral restrictions on 504 loans:

• For every $35,000 the CDC loans, the project must create at least one new job or achieve a pub-
lic policy goal such as rural development, expansion of exports, minority business development,
and others.

• Machinery and equipment financed must have a useful life of at least 10 years.
• The borrower must occupy at least two-thirds of a building constructed with the loan, or the bor-

rower must occupy at least half of a building purchased or remodeled with the loan.

• The buiiOwcr must qualify as a small business under the SBA's definition and must not have a
tangible net worth in excess of $7 million and does not have an average net income in excess of
$25 million after taxes for the preceding two years.

Because of strict equity requirements, existing small businesses usually find it easier to qualify
for 504 loans than do start-ups.

MICROLOAN PROGRAM. About three-fourths of all entrepreneurs need less than
$100,000 to launch their businesses. Indeed, most entrepreneurs require less than S50,000 to
start their companies. Unfortunately, loans of that amount can be the most difficult to get.
L.ending these relatively small amounts to entrepreneurs starting businesses is the purpose of

Microloan Program—an	 the SBA's Microloan Program. Called microloans because they range from just u hundred
SBA program that makes serial	 dollars to as much as $35,000, these loans have helped thousands of people take their first steps
loans, Some OS small OS $100, to	 toward entrepreneurship. Banks typically have shunned loans in such small amounts because
entrepreneurs. they considered them to be unprofitable. In an attempt to 'fill the void" in small loans to start-

up companies, the SBA launched the Microloan Program in 1992; today, more than 150 autho-
rized lenders make SBA-backed microloans. The size of the average rnicroloan is $10,500 with
a maturity of three years (the maximum term is six )ears), and lenders' standards are less
demanding than those on conventional loans. All microloans are made through nonprofit inter-
mediaries approved by the SBA.

fl Jonathan Reese and Jason So/fl needed capital toflwd the growth of Comet Skateboard, the skate-
board manufacturing company they cofounded, but, given their lack of collateral, sparse credit his-
tory, and small loan need, no bank was interested. However; two $20,000 SBA-guaranteed

,'icroioans from the Oakland Business Development Corporation gave the fledgling compan y the
solid financial footing it needed to grow. Reese and So/fl's business plan calls for steady growth
that will enable them to qualify for a bank line of credit and to ultimately attract venture capitalY'

Prequalification Loan	
PREQUALIFICATION LOAN PROGRAM. The Prequalification Loan Program is

SBA program	 designed to help disadvantaged entrepreneurs such as those in rural areas, minorities, women,

designed to help disadvantaged 	 the disabled, those with low incomes, veterans, and others prepare loan applications and "pre-
entrepreneurs 'prequolify"for 	 qualify" for SBA loan guarantees before approaching banks and lending institutions for
SBA loon guarantees beforebusiness loans. Because lenders are much more likely to approve loans that the SBA has pre-
approaching commercial lenders.	 qualified, these entrepreneurs have greater access to the capital they need. The maximum loan
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under thisvprogram is $250,000, and loan maturities range from seven to 25 years. A local
Small Busines Development Center usually helps entrepreneurs prepare their loan applica-
tions at no charge.

DISASTER LOANS. As their name implies, disaster loans are made to small businesses
devastated by some kind of financial or'sical loss. The maximum disaster loan usually is
$1.5 million, but Congress often raises that ceiHrag when circumstances warrant. Disaster loans
carry below-market interest rates. Loans foehy.sical damage above $10,000 and financial
damage of more than $5,000 require an entrepreneut to pledge some kind of collateral usually
a lien on the business property. The SBA has he1peii'entrepreneurs whose businesses have been
disrupted by a variety of disasters, ranging from hurricanes on the Southeast Coast and earth-
quakes on the West Coast to floods and tornadoes in the Midwest to the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001.

STATE AND LOCAL LOAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
Many stares have created their own loan and economic development programs to provide
funds fo business start-ups and expansions. They have decided that their funds are better
spent encouraging small business growth rather than "chasing smokestacks"—tryirsg to
entice large businesses to locate in their boundaries. These programs come In a wide vari-
ety of forms, but they all tend to focus on developing small businesses that create the
greatest number of jobs and economic benefits. Although each state's approach to eco-
nomic development is somewhat unique, one common element is some kind of small busi-
ness financing program: loani. loan guarantees, development grant;, venture capital
pools, and others. One approach many states hare had success with is Capital Access
Programs (CAPS). First introduced in Michigan in 1986, many Statc'. noa offer CAPs
that are designed to encourage lending institutions to make loans to husnc;ses that do not
qualify for traditional financing because of their higher risk. Under a CAP, a bank and a
borrower each pay an up-front fee (a portion of We loan amount) into a loan-loss reserve
fund at the participating bank, and the state matches this amount. The reserve fund, which
normally ranges from 6 to 14 percent of the loan amount, acts as an insurance policy
against the potential loss a hank might experience on a loan and frees the bank to make
loans that it otherwise might refuse. One study of CAP; found that 55 percent of she
entrepreneurs who received loans under a CAP would not have been granted loans with-
out the backing of the program 85

Even cities and small towns have joined in the effort to develop small businesses and
help them grow. More than 7,500 communities across the United States operate revolving
loan funds (RLFs) that combine private and public funds to make loans to small businesses,
often at below-market interest rates. As money is repaid into the funds, it is loaned back out
to other entrepreneurs. A study by the Corporation for Enterprise Development of RLFs in
seven states found that the median RI_F loan was S40.000 with a maturity of five ycars.6

Brwn Hale transformed his passion for snuwntobi/es, dirt bikes, and ATh's into a thriving busi-
ness a•ith the help of a loan fro,n the Central Vermont Revolving Loon Fund. Hole's corn/sony,
J.B. Alotorsporrs and Salvage, repairs as well as refurbishes and cells these vehicles to cus-
tomers looking for bargains. He used his loan to purchase on inventory of parts and to pur-
chosectcorripurcr s ystem to lie/p him sun the business more eflis tent/v. '

disaster loans—an SBA loan
program that makes loans to small
businesses devastated by some
kind of financial or physical loss

Capital Access Programs
(CAPS)--..a stale lendng
Program that encourages fending
institutions to make loans to
businesses thin do not qualify for
traditional financing because of
their highrr risk.

revolving loan fund--a
program offered by communities
that combine private arid public
funds to make loons to sm's/f
bus inesses. often at belaw'rnarkct
Interest rates.
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INTERNAL METHODS OF FINANCING
Small business owners do not have to rely solely on financial institutions and government 	 8. Discuss ssItle

agencies for capital: their businesses have the capacity to generate capital. This type of 	 methods of financing

financing, called bootstrap financing, is available to virtually ever y small business and	
growth and expansion
Internally.

encompasses factoring, leasing rather than purchasing equipment.- using credit cards, and
managing the business frugally.

Chapter 12 Sources of Financing: Debt and Equity
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bootstrap financing-
iritnrn& ,n,nrinrn'k of finrsrnc,!'g a
ransparly'S need for capital.

factor-a financial institution
thor buys a business's accounts
receivable at a discount

FACTORING ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE. Instead of carrying credit sales on its own
bix,ks (some of which may never be coiiectd). a smal

l
 business can sell outright its accounts

receivable to a factor. A factor buys a company's accounts receivable and pays for them in two
parts. The first payment, which the factor makes immediately, is for 50 to 80 percent of the
accounts' agreed-upon (and usually discounted) value. The factor makes the second payment,
which makes up the balance less the factor's service fees, when the original customer pays the
invoice. Factoring is a more expensive type of financing than loans from either banks or com-
mercial finance companies, but for businesses that cannot qualify for those loans, factoring may
be the only choice!

Factoring deals are either with recourse or without recourse. Under deals arranged with
recourse, a small business owner retains the responsibility for customers who fail to pay their
accounts. The business owner must take back these uncollectible invoices. Under deals
arranged without recourse, however, the owner is relieved of the responsibility for collecting
them. If customers fail to pay their accounts, the factor bears the loss. Because the factoring
company assumes the risk of collecting the accounts, it normally screens the firm's credit cus-
tomers, accepts those judged to be creditworthy, and advances the small business owner a por-
tion of the value of the accounts receivable. Factors will discount anywhere from 5 to 40
percent of the face value of a company's accounts receivable, depending on a small company's:

or customers' financial strength and credit ratings.
• industry and its customers' industries because some industries have a reputation for slow

payments.
• history and financial strength, especially in deals arranged with recourse.

• credit policies.58

LEASING. Leasing is another common bootstrap financing technique. Today, small busi-
nesses can lease virtually any kind of asset—from office space and telephones to computers
and heavy equipment. By leasing expensive assets, the small business owner is able to use them
without locking in valuable capital for an extended period of time. In other words, the manager.
can reduce the long-term capital requirements of the business by leasing equipment and facili-
ties, and she is not investing her capital in depreciating assets. Also, because no down payment
is required and because the cost of the asset is spread over a longer time (lowering monthly
payments), a company's cash flow improves.

Section V . Putting the Business Plan to Work: Building a Competitive Edge



CREDIT CARDS. Unable to find financing elsewhere, many entrepreneurs launch their
companies using the fastest and most Convenient source of debt capital available: credit cards!
A survey by Arthur Andersen and National Small Business United found that 50 percent of the
owners of small and medium-sized businesses used credit cards as a source of funds, making it
the most common form of business financing (see Figure I 2.5). Putting business start-up
costs on credit cards charging 21 percent or more in annual interest is expensive and risky, but
some entrepreneurs have no other choice.

Charlene Connell used to credit cards with a total credit limit of $15,000 to make payroll when
she launched her computer consulting compan y. Vital Resources inc. Although it was a struggle
in some months to meet the curds minimum payments. Connell managed to do so. Today. Vital
Resources is a thriving business that owes its early success to a very simple form offinoncing.90

CHAPTER SUMMARY

I. Explain the differences between the
three types of capital small businesses
require: fixed, working, and growth.
• Capital is any form of wealth employed to produce more

wealth. Three forms of capital are commonly identified:
fixed capital, working capital, and growth capital.

• Fixed capital is used to purchase a company's permanent or
fixed assets: working capital represents the business's tern-
poraly funds and is used to support the business's normal
short-term operations; growth capital requirements surface
when an existing business is expanding or changing its pri-
mary direction.

2. Describe the differences between
equity capital and debt capital and the
advantages and disadvantages of each.
• Equity financing represents the personal investment of the

owner (or owners), and it offers the advantage of not having
to be repaid with interest.

• Debt capital is the financing that a small business owner has
borrowed and must repay with interest. It does not require
entrepreneurs to give up ownership in their companies.

3. Describe the various sources
of equity capital available to
entrepreneurs, including personal
savings, friends and relatives, angels,
partners, corporations, venture capital,
and public stock offerings.
• The most common source of financing a business is the own-

ers' personal savings After emptytng their pocket, . the
next place entrepreneurs turn for capital is family members
and friends. Angels are private investors who not only invest

their money in small companies, but they also offer valuable
advice and counsel to (hem. Some business owners have suc-
cess financing their companies by taking on limited partners
as investors or by forming an alliance with a corporation,
often a customer or a supplier. Venture capital companies are
for-profit, professional investors looking for fast-growing
companies in "hot" industries. When screening prospects,
venture capital firms look for competent management, a
coinpetIrlvc edge, a growth industry and mpr rtant intangi-
bles that will make a business successful. Some owners
choose to attract capital by taking their companies public,
which requires registering the public offering with the SEC.

4. Describe the process of "going
public," as well as its advantages and
disadvantages and the various
simplified registrations and exemptions
from registration available to small
businesses wanting to sell securities to
investors.
• Going public inslves (I) choosing the underwriter,

(2) ncgotiatittg a letter of intent. (3) preparing the registra-
tion statement, (4) filing with the SEC. and (5) meeting state
requirements.

• Going public offers the advantages of raising large amounts
of capital, improved access to future financing, improved
corporate image, and gaining listing on a stock exchange.
The disadvantages include dilution of the founder's owner-
ship, loss of privacy, reporting to the SEC, filing expenses.
and accountability to shareholders.

• Rather than go through the complete registration process.
some companies use one of the simplified registration options
and exemptions available to small companies: Regulation S-
B. Regulation D (Rule 504) Small Company Offering
Registration i SCOR). Regulation D (Rule 505 and Rule 506
Private Placements. Section 4(6). Rule 147, Regulation A.
direct stock offerings, and foreign stock markets.
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S. Describe the various sources of debt
capital and the advantages and
disadvantages of each: banks, asset-
based lenders, vendors (trade credit),
equipment suppliers, commercial
finance companies, savings and loan
associations, stockbrokers, insurance
companies, credit unions, bonds, private
placements, Small Business Investment
Companies (SBICs), and Small Business
L.pnrins, Cnmnanjes (SLBCs'.-o----r

• Commercial banks offer the greatest variety of loans,
although they are conservative lenders. Typical short-term
hank loans include commercial loans, lines of credit, dis-
counting accounts receivable, inventory financing , and floor
planning.

• Trade credit is used extensivel y by small businesses, as a
source of financing. Vendors and suppliers commonly
finance sales to businesses for 30, 60, or even 90 days.

• Equipment suppliers o ffer small businesses financing simi-
lar to trade credit but with slightly different terms.

• Commercial finance companies offer many of the same
types of loans that banks do, but they are more risk oriented
in their lending practices. They emphasize accounts receiv-
able financing and inventory loans.

• Savings and loan associations specialize in loans to purchase
real property—commercial and industrial mortgages--for up
to 30 years.

• Brokerage houses offer loans to prospective entrepreneurs at
lower interest rates than banks because they have high-
quality, liquid collateral—stocks and bonds in the bor-
rower's portfolio.

• Insurance Companies provide financing through policy loans
and mortgage loans. Polic y loans are extended to the owner
against the cash surrender value of insurance policies.
Mortgage loans are made for large amounts and are based on
the value of the land bein g purchased.

• Small Business Investment Companies are privately
owned companies licensed and regulated by the SBA
that qualify for SBA loans to be invested in or loaned to
small businesses.

• Small Business Lending Companies make only intermediate
and long-term loans that are guaranteed by the SBA.

6. Identify the various federal loan
programs aimed at small businesses.
• The Economic Development Administration, a branch of the

Commerce Department, makes loan guarantees to create and
expand small businesses in economically depressed areas.

• The Department of Housing and Urban Development
extends grants (such as Community Development Block
Grants) to cities that, in turn, lend and grant money to small
businesses in an attempt to strengthen the local economy.

• The Department of Agriculture's Rural Business.
Cooperative Service loan program is designed to create non-
farm employment opportunities in rural areas through loans
...A i-,... ,.,. ,,,,.,,.-. --

• The Small Business Innovation Research Program involves
II federal agencies that award cash grants or long-term con-
tracts to small companies wanting to initiate or to expand
their research and development (R&D) efforts.

• The Small Business Technology Transfer Program allows
researchers at universities, federally funded R&D centers,
and nonprofit research institutions to join forces with small
businesses and develop commercially promising ideas.

7. Describe the various loan programs
available from the Small Business
Administration.
• Almost all SBA loan activity is in the form of loan guaran-

tees rather than direct loans. Popular SBA programs include
Low Doe Loan Program, the SBAExpress Program, the 7(A)
Loan Guaranty Program, the CAPLine Program, the Export
Working Capital Program, the Section 504 Certified
Development Company Program, the Microloan Program,
the Prequalification Loan Program, and the Disaster Loan
Program.

• Many state and local loan and development programs such
as Capital Access Programs and Revolving Loan Funds
complement those sponsored by federal agencies.

8. Discuss valuable methods
of financing growth and expansion
internally.
• Small business owners may also took inside their firms for

capital. By factoring accounts receivable, leasing equipment
instead of buying it. and minimizing Costs, owners can
stretch their supplies of capital.
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1. Why is it so difficult for most small business owners to
raise the capital needed to start, operate, or expand their
ventures?

1 What is capital! List and describe the three types of capital
a small business needs for its operations.

3. Define equity financing. What advantage does it offer over
debt financing?

4. What is the most common source of equity funds in a typ-
ical small business! If an owner lacks sufficient equity
capital o invest in the fl".'.'.'ht options are avaiai,ir fot
raising it?

S. What guidelines should an entrepreneur follow if friends
and relatives choose to invest in her business?

6. What is an angel investor? Assemble a brief profile of the
t ypical private investor. How can entrepreneurs locate
potential angels to invest in their businesses?

7. What advice would you offer an entrepreneur about to
strike a deal with a private investor to avoid problems?

8. What types of businesses are most likely to attract venture
capital What investment criteria do venture capitalists use
when screening potential businetsea? i-tow do these coio-
pare to the typical angel's criteria?

9. How do venture capital firms operate? Describe their pro-
cedure for screening investment proposals.

10. Summarize the major exemptions and simplified registra-
tions available to small companies wanting to make public
offerings of their stock.

fl$t:ED$C
What do lenders and investors look for in a business plan

when deciding whether or not to put their money into a busi-
ness start-up? (Hint: refer to the 5 Cs of credit in
Chapter 11.)

Bsiiiess Now that you have cre-

ated a business plan for

your start-UT) venture,
-	

devise a strategy for using

your plan to raise the capital you will need to launch the

II. What role do commercial banks play in providing debt
financing to small businesses? Outline and briefly describe
the major types of short-term, intermediate, and long-term
loans commercial banks offer.

12 What is trade credit? How important is it as a source of
debt financing to small firms?

13. What function do SBICs serve? How does an SI3IC oper-
ate'! What methods of financing do SBICs rely on most
heavily?

14. Briefly describe the loan programs offered by the, following:

a. Economic Development Administration

It. Department of Housing and Urban Development

c. Department of Agriculture

LI. local development companies

15. Explain the purpose and the methods of operation of the
Small Business Innovation Research Program and the
Small Business Technology Transfer Thvtgmm

Lb. Ho-n can a firm employ bootstrap financing to stretch its
current capital supply?

7. What ts a factor? How does the typical factor operate?
Explain the advantages and the disadvantages of iing fac-
tors a a source or funding.

Did the loan committee at the hank approve your busi-
ness plan and loan request on the first try? If so, congratula.
tiOris  If not, why not? How did you rrvise your plan to get
it approved?

business. How much money do you need? Which sources of

funding offer the greatest prospects? Which sources covered
in 

this 
chapter offer thc least potetitial k)C runcitng your busi-

ness? Are there an y sources you plan to avoid? Explain.
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Interview several local business owners about how they financed their businesses.
Where did their initial capital come from? Ask the following questions:

a. How did you raise your starting capital? What percentage did you supply on your own?

b. What percentage was debt capital and what percentage was equity capital?

c. Which of the sources of funds described in this chapter do you use? Are they used
to finance fixed, working, or growth capital needs?

d. Hew much money did you aced to launch uui businesses? Where did subsequent
capital come from? What advice do you offer others seeking capital?

2. Contact a local private investor and ask him or her to address your class, (You may
have to search to locate one!) What kinds of businesses does this angel prefer to invest
in? What screening criteria does he or she use? How are the deals typically structured?

3. Contact a local venture capitalist and ask him or her to address your class. What kinds
of businesses does his or her company invest iii? What screen

i
ng criteria does the

company use? How are deals typically structured?

!rtvlte an investment hancr or a "Fianing expeit from a local accountin g firm to
address your class about the process of taking a company public. What do experts look
for in a potential lPO candidate? What is the process. and how long does it usually

take?

5. After a personal visit, prepare a short report on a nearby factor's operation. How is the
value of the accounts receivable purchased dctcrmiired? Who bears the loss on uncol-
lected accounts?

6 Interview the administrator of a financial institution program offering a method of
financing with which you are unfamiliar, and prepare a short re port on its method of

operation.

7. Contact your states business development board and prepare a report on the financial
assistance programs it offers small businesses.

8. Go to the IPO section of the Web site for Hoover's (o vss ua'croIn) and explore
the details of a company that is involved in making an initial public offering. View
some of the documents the company has filed with the SEC. especially the initial
public offering filing. Prepare a brief report on the company. What is its business?
Who are its major competitors? How fast is the industry growing? What risk factors
has the company identified? How much money does it plan to raise in the IPO? What
is the anticipated lPO stock price? Flow many shares of stock will the company sell in
the lPO? Would you buy this company's stock? Explain

::'" ;.••i/:
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